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TAXATION
I N T 11 K

U 1ST ITED STATES,
1789-1816. 1

I. CUSTOMS DUTIES AND TONNAGE ACTS.

It neee-~:irily follows from tin 1 nature of the taxing power
(hat it- exercise amon<z; free peoples involves much besides

securing revenue to State-. (Questions of general policy, of

social purpose, of commercial and industrial interests are found

so closely intertwined with questions of tariff, impost, and

rates, that a study of the latter Toup of topics is impossible
without entering, to some extent at least, into a consideration

of the former. In the history of our own country, this has

heen e>peeially true since 1816, because of the employment of

ta\ machinery for other than tax purposes; yet even prior to

that date, while the protectionist idea from the American

standpoint was still in llux, it is found quite difficult to sepa-

rate revenue questions from current history.

There is one point of marked contrast between the two

periods here brought into comparison. Previous to 1816, all

x The following essay was written in the winter of 1878, while its author

was a student at the Johns Hopkins University. During the year 1879,

it \v:is translated into German and appeared in the "
Zeitschrift fur die

gesammte Staatswissenschaft," published at Tubingen. The first chapter has

been modified, but, in the main, the essay is here presented in its original

form. In addition to the fads wliirh it contains, a point of peculiar interest

will be found in a new interpretation of the relation which protection held

to general politics in 1789.

5
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revenue discussions were largely influenced by considerations

of external policy and foreign intercourse, and the workings
of revenue laws were, to a considerable degree, affected by the

actions of England and France; since the close of the second

war with England, however, the politics of the United States

have taken their tone and color from questions centering in

domestic interests. The treaty of Versailles did not make IK

a people independent in fact as well as in name. England had

no intention of loosening her grasp upon America, or of aban-

doning, in any essential feature, her traditional colonial policy.

Colonial commerce was then of much greater relative impor-
tance than at present, and entered more largely into tlx- con-

trol of foreign affairs; and the United States, being the first

of dependent peoples to deny the claims of the colonial system,

found that they had undertaken the solution of a problem

demanding radical modification of long-established relations.

From one point of view it may be a narrow point of view

the first twenty-five years of national life may be said to have

been devoted to the realization of that independence for which

the first great war had been undertaken. In turning our atten-

tion, then, to a study of the customs tariff legislation in the

United States previous to 1816, we must be prepared for

extensive excursions into what at first may appear to be fit-Ids

of inquiry altogether foreign to financial invoti Cation.

Immediately upon the organization of the House of Repre-

sentatives, the question of ways and means was introduced as

the most pertinent which could ensure th.- attention of Con-

gress. It appears to have been a uin< 1 that indirect

through ditties and imposts should be accepted as the main

reliance of the government for revenue, and a plan for the

establishment of a system of customs duties was submitted

accordingly. This plan received the attention of the House
from April 8 to May 17; a formulated hill was then sent to

the Senate which, amended by that body and re-amended by
a committee of conference, received the approval of the piv.-i-

dent July 4, 1789. This was the first revenue act under the
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new government. As finally approved, this law embraced a

long list of specific duties, and five classes of goods imposed
with ad valorem rates. It also contained a short free list, made

provision for the repayment of all duties upon goods

again exported, and admitted the principle of discrimina-

tion in favor of commodities imported in vessels built or

owned by citizens of the United States. The details of the

ad ;nv a- follows:

SPECIFIC DUTIES.

Articles taxed. Rate. Basis of measure.

Spirits, according to proof. 8 to 10 cts Per gallon.

Wines, according to quality 10 to 18 cts
" "

Beer, Ale, and Porter in casks 5 cts
" "

Beer, Ale, Porter, and Cider in bottles 20 cts Per dozen.

Molasses 2i cts Per gallon.

Sugars 1 to 3 cts Per pound.

Teas, from China in American vessels 6 to 20 cts

Teas, from Europe in American vessels.. ..8 to 26 cts

import* (1 in any other manner 15 to 45 cts

Candles of wax or spermaceti 6 cts

Tallow candles and soap 2 cts

Cheese 4 cts
" "

Boots 50 cts Per pair.

Shoes of leather 7 cts
" "

Shoes of silk 10 cts
" "

( allies and tarred cordage 75 cts Per 112 pounds.
Untarred corda-e 90 cts

" " "

Twine and pack thread $2.00
" " "

Unwrought steel 56 cts
" " "

Nails and spikes 1 ct Per pound.
Manufactured to! euro 6 cts

" "

Snuli: 10 cts
" "

Indigo 16 cts
"

Hemp 60 cts Per 112 pounds.
Cotton 3 cts Per pound.
AVool and cotton cards 50 cts Per dozen.

Coal. 2 cts Per bushel.

Piekled fish 75 cts Per barrel.

Dried fish 50 cts Per quintal.

Salt 6 cts Per bushel.

Coffee... 2.} cts Per pound.
Cocoa.... ...1 ct

"
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AD A'AI.OREM DUTIES.

Goods paying ten per cent; Glass of all kinds except Mark

quart bottles; all china, stone and earthen-ware; gunpowder ;

paints ground in oil; shoe and knee buckles ; lace and leaf of

gold and silver.

Goods paying seven and a half per cent; Blank ho.,k~ :

writing, printing, or wrapping paper: paper hanirinirs and

pasteboard; cabinet-ware, buttons, saddles, gloves of leather,

fur, wool, or beaver hats, millinery goods, ready-made cloth-

ing; leather, castings of iron, or iron slit and rolled, anchors,

and all wrought tin or pe\vter ware ; hru-he-, walking cam -.,

and whips.

Carriages or parts thereof' were to pay fifteen per cent. ;

goods (other than teas) from India or China, not brought in

American ships, were imposed with twelve and one-hall' per

cent. All unspecified importations were charired with a tax

of five per cent, of their value at time and place of importa-
tion. The free list included saltpetre, tin in pi--, tin plates,

lead, old pewter, brass, iron and bras- wire, copper in plates,

wool, cotton, dye in n: wood- and dyeing drugs, raw hide-, beaver,

and all other furs and deer skins. From the rate.- imposed
as above stated, a discount of ten per cent, wa- allowed on

such goods as should be imported in vessels owned in America,
and a drawback of all duties paid (ten per cent. l>eing

retained for expenses incurred) on goods which, within twelve

months, should be exported to some foreign country.

Although this first law was introduced a- a temporaiy

measure, it is yet the center of deeper historical interest than

any other revenue act that comes under consideration in this

essay; for it not only presents questions that are unsettled,

but suggests also a line of study bearing diivctlv upon the

theory of historical development in the United States. The

preamble of the law is as follows :

" Whereas it is necessary
for the support of the government, for the discharge of the

debts of the United States, and the encouragement and pro-
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tection of manufactures, that duties be laid on goods, wares

and merchandise imported/
7

&c. The law of 1790, which in-

creased duties about two and one-half per cent., laid no

especial stress upon the encouragement of manufactures,

although tin- revenue element was brought into greater promi-
nence, making the duties levied co-existent with the debts for

which they were imp.^ed. Now there are two questions that

r-ugu-est themselves re-pecting the "encouragement and pro-
tection" clause of this first law. The one asks how far the

proclaimed purpose of this aet was rcali/.ed and to what ex-

t'-nt the development of industries in the United States

previous to 1816 is traceable to the fostering care of the gov-
ernment. This question, as also criticisms upon the financial

workings of the rcv< mir -v.-tem a> a whole, will claim atten-

tion in the last chapter of this essay. The second question,

and the one that piv-ent- itself for immediate consideration,

Indfl to the ncci-sity of studying anew the meaning of this

word protection, the iva-on for its appearance in the first

reven ud the development of the protective idea up to

1816. At this latter .late, all will admit that the protective

idea had grown into a perfect and independent policy, with

it- party of adherent- and opponent.-, and that it has so

remained till the piv-ent day; luit the interpretations respect-

ing the period covered by the present study an- not altogether

harmonious. The |in-ti<n. then, is concerning the germ of

the " American S\>t. in" of protection and the conditions out

of which it was developed. Our purpose is to learn, if possi-

ble, how far political events, m the one hand, and industrial

ideas, on the other, are responsible for the shape which pro-

tection finally took.

Respecting the first step in the prosecution of such an in-

quiry, there is no cause for hesitation. To weigh the relative

importance of industrial and political considerations in giving

shape to the American protective system, one must first learn

the industrial condition of the United States in 1789, and

grasp intelligently those combinations of interests and purposes
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that go to make up a political policy. Our first task, then,

consists in a study of industrial conditions.

INDUSTRIAL INTERESTS OF THE UNITED STATES IN 1789.

The population of the colonies during the Revolutionary

war had been much overestimated, and the enumeration in

1790 was the source of disappointment to the American

people. The census returns were as follows :

White males of sixteen and upwards 81 :v

White males under sixteen

White females 1,.V>6,839

All other persons (free blacks)

Slaves <')'.i7,879

Total number of inhabitants 3,929,827

This classification, adopted to determine Congressional

representation, is of no direct importance for tin- purpose in

hand, but, by applying the averages which statisticians of that

day accepted as correct, the total population included in the

so called laboring class may be estimated at 3,049,000. This

number embraced all not engaged in professional and com-

mercial pursuits, as also many not of the laboring age. The
kind of industries to which this labor was applied can only
be ascertained from the political speeches, the addresses, and

essays of the day.
The industry which received by far the greatest attention

in the United States was agriculture. Benjamin Franklin

in 1789, speaking of New Knirland, said, "Calculations care-

fully made do not raise the portion of property or the number
of men employed in manufactures, fisheries, navigation, and

trade to one-eighth of the property :md people occupied by

agriculture even in that commercial quarter."
1 Tench Coxe

1 Address before the "
Society for Political Enquirers" of Philadelphia,

May 11, 1789.
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the same year estimated that nine-tenths of the population of

the United States were engaged in agricultural pursuits, and

the debates of the first Congress indicate that this fact was

perfectly recognized by the statesmen of 1789.1

The products to which this agricultural labor was applied

may be grouped under the three following classes : (a) Vege-
table food-products, wheat, corn, rice, potatoes, etc.; (6) Pro-

ducts of animal life, such as beef, mutton, pork, hides, wool,
1 uitter, lard; (c) Products of the soil other than foods, such

as tobacco, cotton, indigo, hemp, timber.

With regard to the products raised at this time, the territory
of the 1'uited States may he divided into four districts : New
England and part of New York comprised the first; from

the central part of New York to the southern boundary of

Pennsylvania, the second; Maryland and Virginia, the

third; and the remaining Southern States, the fourth. The
New England district was chiefly devoted to the raising of

agricultural products of the second class. "In the Eastern*

States, cattle are very numerous and generally large. Cheese

is abundant. No European State can exceed the United

State- in the article of salt provision. Sheep are bred in all

parts of the country, but in New England they form one of

greatest objects of the farmer's care and one of the surest

sources of profit."
2 The wheat-growing territory lay in the

second district. In 1789 Pennsylvania exported two million

and New York, one million bushels of that staple. In the

debates during the convention of 1787, Mr. Pinckney spoke of

the floor trade of Pennsylvania and New Jersey.
3

Virginia
and Maryland also exported large quantities of wheat, but

the chief source of wealth to this third agricultural district

was found in the growing of tobacco. Before the war,, those

1

Coxe, View of the United States, p. 6.

2 Most of these facts arc taken from Coxe's View of the United States,
ch. vi,

" For the information of migrators from foreign countries."
3
Wednesday, Aug. 29.
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States exported annually between eighty and ninety tin"

hogsheads of tobacco. The States lying yet fart In -r >outh, be-

sides raising some tobacco, furnished large quantities of ri< -e

and indigo. The South Carolina crop of rice in 17.v

sixty millions of pounds. Cotton had not yet come to be a

staple for the Southern States, but was considered as a com-

modity for which there might arise a demand. In regard to

mineral resources it was known that all th >ut Dela-

ware contained iron, and it was supposed that Virginia was

exceedingly rich in metals of all kinds.

That industry which, in the United States, stood second in

importance to agriculture was commerce. It is, h<\\

difficult to procure specific knowledg-
:

nir ships
and seamen for the period now under consideration. For the

year ending September, 1790, American v< -Is. engaged in

the foreign trade, amounted to 365,093 tons, while American

coasting and fishing vcs-eU amounted to ll!. |:;:l tons.
1

In

the year 1789, out of eighty-nine foreign >hips in the ports
of China, fifteen bore the Ann Tican flag, though it is quite

probable that some of these represented English capital.
2

These figures present, 1 inadequately. lea of the

extent of American commerce, but even these i ,- not

known to the members of the fir-t (
'<>ngress. They knew in

general that New Kngland owned the greater pan of dome-tie

shipping, and that her seamen were endeavoring to compete
with England in the carrying trade of America, but, as will

appear later, the tonnage-hill and those clauses of the tariff-hill

which discriminate* 1 against foreign reo ived approba-
tion as political rather than as economic measures.

Manufactures, in 1 7X9, were of comparatively slight im-

portance, being restricted for the most part to articles which

may be considered as one step removed from raw mar
as for example, flour made from wheat, or snuff from tobacco.

1

Compare Pitkin's Commerce of the I 9l tes, ch. xi.
2
McPherson's Annals of Commerce, p. 195.
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To go beyond this would have required capital and skill,

neither of which the young States possessed. The only ex-

ception to this was the industry of ship-building. Better

and cheaper ships could be built in the United States than in

Kiimpe. The cost of an oak vessel in Massachusetts wns

about twenty-four Mexican dollars per ton, while live oak

and American cedar cmld be made for thirty-six or thirty-

eight dollar- per ton. A fir vessel on the Baltic cost thirty-

five dollars, while an oak ship in England, Holland, or France

cost fifty or sixty dollars per ton.
1 American ships had been

the great man u fact mvs for exportation.
" For nicety of work-

man-hip th- palm was awarded to Philadelphia, but nowhere

could they l>e built so cheaply as at Boston. More than one-

third of the tonnage employed in British commerce, before

the war, was of American construction." 2

The manufacture of rum in New England and of beer in

Pennsylvania was also very extensive
;
in case of the latter the

only hindrance was lack of black quart bottles. This fact seems

to have been known in Congress, as appears from the exemp-
tion of such bottles from the ten per cent, duty imposed upon
other kinds of glass ware. Drying fish was also an extensive

business in the Kastcrn States, this product being exchanged
with the \\Yst Indies for molasses. There was no steam mill

on the continent, the force of wind, water, and animals being

relied upon for such power as the industries required. In

general, these facts wen- well known to the members of the

first Congress, and they recognized also what some of their

critics fail to ri'cu- n i/ t thai the treaty of Versailles, which

had gained for them political independence, had set them

outside the course of English commerce and materially dis-

turbed the old trade relations.

The significance of these industrial facts will appear more

distinctly as we proceed in our study.

1 Coxe's View of the United States, p. 100.

Bancroft's History of the Constitution of the United States, I., p. 63.
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POLITICAL ORIGIN OF PROTECTION.

Turning now to a consideration of the political creed of

the American people, one quickly perceives that its roots run

far back into colonial conditions and that its temporary ex-

pression in 1789 was shaped by pmilinr foreign relation-.

What then, we must inquire, were the foreign relations of the

newly established Federal government?
When the first Congress convened, definite treaties between

the United States and foreign powers were confined to a

treaty of "Peace" with Great Britain
;
of "Amity and Com-

merce" with France, Prussia, Sweden, and the Netherlands ;

and of "Peace and Friendship" with Morocco. Commercial

intercourse with all other countries was according to the com-

mon law of nations, modified by the internal regulations of

each particular country. The "Amity and ( 'ommerce" treaties

were intended to be in harmony with principles of reciprocity.

They provided that free ships should make free goods and

persons, except persons actually in the service of the enemy ;

and freedom of trade was also allowed to each contracting nation

with the enemy of another nation. The historical significance

of the international relations thus disclosed lies in the fact that

the commercial possibilities of the United States were neither

restricted nor yet guaranteed to any great degree by treaty-

law, but were dependent rather upon the temporary policies

of foreign powers. This possibility of dependence, and the

disposition on the part of European peoples to exercise control

over American trade, throws much liirht upon those clauses of

the first tariff law which discriminated in favor of domestic

shipping, and explains also the rapid growth of American
neutral commerce.

Of especial importance to the United States was the atti-

tude of England in respect to matters of trade. Hal.it, simi-

larity in the mode of living, and the long credit which English
merchants were willing to give, rendered trade with Great

Britain of more importance than with all other nations. For
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the year ending September, 1790, of twenty millions of exports
to thirteen foreign countries, nine millions went to the domin-
ions of Great Britain

; yet the only clause contained in the

treaty with that nation relating to commerce was the one which

proclaimed the navigation of the Mississippi open to both

nations. To understand the conditions under which this trade

took place, it will be necessary to notice the commercial policy
of England and the dl'ort which she made to apply it to the

American States at the close of the Revolutionary War. The

purpose of England was to maintain the people of this country
in colonial dependence, and her foreign policy still found its

theoretical basis in the old system of Mercantilism. The
means by which this was to be carried out were very simple,

omsistin^ >imply in requiring that all goods, so far as

England could control them, should be carried in British ships.

According; to tliis system, as stated by one connected with its

application at the time, "the only use of colonies was the

monopoly of their carrying trade and consumption
Our late war has been lr the exclusive trade of America, and
our enormous debt has been incurred for that object." The

ol>ject of the war had not been relinquished by England
when the Colonies were granted their political freedom, and it

now became the purpose of Great Britain to secure through

navigation acts what she had lost at arms. In 1783, Mr. Pitt

introduced into Parliament a bill for the regulation of com-
merce between the two countries which, had it passed, would
have laid the foundation of lasting friendship; but which

"had it passed," said Lord Sheffield, "would have under-

mined the whole naval power of Great Britain." After the

failure of this bill the King and council were granted power
to regulate commerce with the American States. The first

order under this grant was on the 26th of December, an order

not radically changed till 1794. According to the regula-
tions imposed, importations of any un-manufactured goods, the

growth or product of any of the United States of America,
were permitted subject to the payment of common duties,

"
if
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imported by British subjects, in Briti>h .-hips.'' The forest

and agricultural products, and live stock of America, could

be exported to the West Indies in British bottoms only, while

the rum, sugar, molasses, and other products of those islands,

could only be carried to the States in ships built and own< -d

by British subjects.

It was by such regulations that England thought to retain

the exclusive trade of America. To meet this policy and

secure emancipation from its assuming tyranny, was one of the

most powerful arguments which led the States to vest Con-

gress with the power to regulate commerce. England denied

that any commercial treaty whatever was neee->ary with the

United States. "It is impossible," said Lord Sheffield, "to

name any material advantage the American States will or

can give us more than what we, of course, shall have." This

was not an opinion carelessly made, hut based upon a careful

survey of the kind of goods which the Tinted States would

consume and which England ooold supply; and, considering

the industrial position of England and the amount of her

accumulated capital which allowed goods to be sold upon long

credit, it must be recogni/ed that \\\i< position <>f the British

ministry was well taken, tor it lay in their power to control

the trade of this country without grunting : Hic_ile privi

The exercise of such a policy appeared to the Americans

unjust and harmful to their national interests, and they

expected that the newly formed government, centrali/ed to

such a degree that, in many quarter.-, it was occasion of grave

solicitude, would adopt measures adequate to secure protection
from its evil consequences.

It has, as it appears to me, been carelessly assumed by a

certain class of writers that it would have been well for the

United States to have accepted the situation and rested content

with such trade as England would have permitted. But there

are certain points to be noticed in connection with this claim.

The political nationality of America was dependent upon
the emancipation of her industries from the commercial regu-
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lations of England. Without this, nationality was an empty
name. No new purpose was infused into public sentiment

which led members of the first Congress to resist the mercan-

tile system above described, for it was just this which Amer-

ica had been resisting for more than a century. The method of

coercion adopted by England had alone been changed. It was

a demand for emancipation from England's colonial policy

that first led to hostilities against the mother country; it was

tin- >:mie purpose that led to continued resistance. But more

than this, then- wa>, commercially considered, no possibility

for freedom of trade. The highest benefits of freedom of

exchange are only procurable when there is an open market

for sale as well as for purchase, but, at this time, the condi-

tions of trade were such that competition was confined to

sellers, buyers being comparatively free from its regulating

potency. Trade was largely carried on by men called "fac-

tors/' and the condition of American producers under the

navigation acts, was somewhat analogous to that which would

arise, should a State legislature pass a law requiring all people

living in the country to deal, both in selling and buying, with

certain privileged pedi

It was out of such foreign relations as we have described that

the political purpose of 1789 arose, and it must be confessed

that they indicate a somewhat complicated state of affairs. In

general one may say that the controlling tendency of public

sentiment from 1789 to 1816 was toward a stronger govern-

ment, although the line described presents many deviations

from direct approach. These deviations are somewhat diffi-

cult to follow because of frequent interchange in cause and

effect. \\ hat at one time must be regarded as the consequence
of experienced evils arising out of weakness in the central

authority, at another becomes the conscious purpose of the

administration. Thus, subsequently to 1783, the futile effort

of the various States to avoid independently the commercial

purposes of Great Britain gave birth to a desire for a power
national in reality as well as in name, and was influential in

2
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securing from the American people a reluctant consent to the

new constitution. During these years one may correctly >ay

that the idea of a strong government was a roultant and not

a causal factor in public life.

But by the year 1790, adequate central authority had been

granted, and the men instrumental in se< -urini: it had been

entrusted with the task of forming and admin i.-tering a public

policy. The controlling idea now eame to be that of M

government, and all subordinate questions were moulded so

as to support this one purpose. One cannot, therefore, jud^i*

correctly of the early financial policy of the Tinted >

or, indeed, of any other measure which was made to contrib-

ute to the realization of a strong government, independently
of this fact.

In 1801, when the Republicans came into power, the

logic of action was again changed. The avowed purpose of

the victorious party was to cheek the tendency toward <vntrali-

zation, but necessity was stronger than purpose and very little

was done to redeem the pledges which the opponents of the

Hamiltonian system had given duriiiLr the controversy which

brought them to office. T iiment drifted until 1807,

when foreign affairs became so threatening as to throw the

thoughts of the country again in upon itself. The COBUneroe

of the country, which up to this time had been unpreccdeiitedly

prosperous, was destroyed, and enerirv and capital were

turned into the channel of manufactures. There \\a> then a

revival of that spirit of nationality which jrave birth to the

war party and again rever-.-d the order of the syllogism to

which public action conformed. lietween tin- period of

nationality, however, and the one that was observed to direct

public opinion under the Federalist administration, tip

one point of marked contrast. Agriculture was the important

industry in both periods; but, in the former instaii

commerce that drew to itself such labor and capital as could

be freed from the soil, and claimed the greater attention of

the legislature. In the second period, manufactures are
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observed to have usurped the position in public estimation

formerly occupied by trade. A commercial war is always

propitious for the establishment of new industries, and in the

present case there was developed an intense desire to maintain

bv law, after tho cessation of hostilities, those conditions

which >ecured t. industries control over the home market.

Then lor the tir-t time was it that protection as an independent
industrial system forced its way into the history of the

United States. The "American System" of protection took

its ri.-e out of the struu'irle of contradictory purposes which

the record of the iir>t twenty-five years of national exigence

discloses, a sv.-tem which, looked at in its inception and

growth, mii-t be regarded as the formulated purpose of this

people to throw oil' completely the yoke of colonial depend-
ence. The theory of interpretation, therefore, which alone

can give unity to thi- first period of revenue history is that

the protective purpose was a subordinate part of a permanent
and a strung political purpose, and he who undertake- to explain

it from the standpoint of trade interests alone can never hope
to touch bottom.

EARLY SENT i MI: NTS RESPECTING < 'O.MMF.KOE.

One could hardly expect that a mere statement of this

theory of interpretation would procure its immediate accept-

ance, although it will, I apprehend, be quite generally acceded

to if the lir-t taritl' law of 1789 and the report upon manu-

facture- by Hamilton in 1791 can be brought into harmony
with its claims. Subsequent State papers and revenue acts,

even upon their face, support rather than contradict the theory.

The real que>tiun at issue, then, has reference to the

sentiment and the purpose which determined these first

revenue laws.

Some light may be thrown upon the question by discover-

ing the opinions of eminent statesmen of this period with re-

spect to trade and commerce. Inferential testimony may be
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found in the quick acceptance on this side of the wat< -r of the

doctrines of Adam Smith. Jt may !>< regarded as at 1 ;

curious coincidence that the "Wealth of Nations'' and the

Declaration of Independence were presented to tin- world

during the course of the same year. This work of the great

Scotchman has probably exerted more influence in forming the

character of the Nineteenth Century than any other one book

published. It served a< the intellectual basis for the establi.-h-

ment of a system of industrial freedom. The mental process

which led to its conception was altogether analogous to that

which resulted in the declaration "That the.-.- I'mied Colonies

are, and of right ought to be, Free and Independent Stat-."

Its reasoning was hurled again.- 1 that system of commercial

usurpation which gave tone to the entire political life of the

Eighteenth century, and it was tin- yoke of thi- -ame -y-tem

resting upon the American Colonies that cau--d them pas-

sionately to sever all bonds uniting them to the country of

their, ancestry.

It would be both interesting and instructive t<> traec the in-

fluence exerted by the writings of Adam Smith upon the

early development of this country. In looking over the

speeches, pamphlet.- and letters of the day, one find- frequent

allusions to the "Wealth of Nations," showing that it

work well known and quite generally endorsed. For

ample, in a private letter written l.y J-'i-her Ames while a

member of Congress, in speaking "f -Mr. Madi-on, we find

the following: "He adopts maxims as he finds them in

books. . . . One of hi- tir-t .-perches in regard to protecting
commerce was taken out of Smith'.- Wealth of Nation.-."

1 Or

again, if Mr. Gallatin be accepted as authority, the framers

of the Constitution had in mind certain distinctions made l>y

Adam Smith when they adopted into that instrument tin-

words "capitation, direct, and indirect tax." Alter defining

these terms as he understood them, Mr. Gallatin adds :

" It

1 Letter to Minot, May 29, 1789.
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may not be improper to corroborate it [this is his interpreta-

tion of the phrases] by quoting the author from whom the

idea seems to have been borrowed," and he then proceeds to

quote from the second chapter of the fifth book of the
u Wealth of Nations." 1

Monroe, in a letter to Jefferson,

cited
k 'a Mr. Smith on the Wealth of Nations" as having

written "that the doctrine of the balance of trade is a

chimera,"- and if one desire the source from which Hamilton

drew the anti-physiocratic argument in his report upon manu-

faetures, lie will find it in the Wealth of Nations. 3

These tacts are eited as proof that our early statesmen knew
and appreciated the worth of Adam Smith's writings. This

fact is int at all peculiar when we recognize the position held

I iv the American State- in n t rence to the old colonial system.

Many of these nun regarded Adam Smith as one who had

reduced to literary form their own political beliefs. His dis-

ciple< in Kiip-land were their friends, and they desired, so far

as possible, to reali/c in this new land his ideal of commercial

freedom. Their appreciation of this work shows the philoso-

phical purpose of their political endeavors, and common fair-

ness in writing history reqniro that their actions be brought
into harmony with this purpose, or that the reasons for de-

parting from it be pointed out.

We are not, however, confined to inferential testimony. It

certainly stands for something that in the Declaration of Inde-

pendence itself one finds a demand for unshackled commerce.

In that long list of indictments against George III. there

stood this charge, that, under the guise of "
pretended legis-

1 Sketch of United States in 1796, p, 12. Old edition. By Albert

(iallatin.

- Monroe to Jefferson, June 16, 1785, MS. See Bancroft, History of the

C'un>titution, vol. I., p. I'.'-".

3
1 route*, I am not fully satisfied as to the connection here suggested or

the meaning of the quotation marks inserted in the report. But that some

connection exi>ts, may he seen by comparing the Report with Book IV., ch.

9, of Smith's Wealth of Nations.
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lation," he had cut off "trade with all parts of the world."

It must be remembered that this was In-fore the rise of that

doctrine of protection which depreciates profits arising fr>m

commerce, and which over-estimates the productivity of labor

devoted to manufactures; and, since this country had no

thought of colonies for herself and so could not have regarded

protection from the European point of view, this charge

must be interpreted as a demand for freedom of trade.
1

It

is also a very significant fact that the Constitution declares

against restrictions upon trade between the various States, a

provision in our organic law which has- probably been more

potent than any other in maintaining national integrity and

unity upon American soil.

The sound judgment which Mr. Rineroft has shown as a

student of American history will hardly be denied, and it is

with especial pleasure that his language may be quoted in

support of the position here taken. In speaking of the rela-

tions existing between this country and Great Britain in 1783,
he says:

2 "In America tin-re existed as yet no system of

restrictions; and congress had not power to protect shipping
or establish a custom house. The States as dependencies had

been so severely and so wantonly cramped by JJritish naviga-

tion acts and for more than a century had so steadily re-'

them, that the desire of absolute freedom of commerce had

become a part of their nature. The American commissioners

were very much pleased with the trade bill of Pitt, and with

the principles expressed in its preamble; the debates upon it

in parliament awakened their distrust. Their choice and

their offer was mutual, unconditional free trade, but, however

1 The question suggested by this comparison is a most interesting one.

There is an essential difference in theory between that protection which
formed a part of the Mercantile or Colonial system, and that which now
controls States, and which may properly be termed internal protection. A
comparison of these two systems would forma most instructive economic

monograph.
2
History of the Constitution of the United States, Vol. I., p. 64.
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narrow might be the limits which England should impose,

they were resolved to insist on like for like." After stating

somewhat fully the interests in controversy, he continues:

"Such was the issue between the ancient nation which falsely

and foolishly and mischievously believed that its superiority

in commerce was due to artificial legislation, and a young

people which solicited free trade." In a diplomatic conver-

sation that occurred between Mr. Pitt and John Adams two

years later, 1785, there is a question and reply very significant

for our present purpose which I venture to paraphrase as fol-

lows. Referring to a treaty of commerce, Mr. Pitt asked:
u What are the lowest terms which will be satisfactory to

America?" To this inquiry Mr. Adams replied diplomati-

cally, pointed nut his want of power to give a final answer to

such a question, then ventured to state what, in his opinion,

would sccuiv to Kngland
"
the friendship of the United States

and the essence of their trade." To this he added :

" The most

judicious men in America have been long balancing in their

mind the advantages and disadvantages of a commerce entirely

free on the one side, and a navigation act on the other. The

present time is a critical one. The late intelligences from all

p-irt< of America concur with the navigation act of Massa-

chu-.-tts in proving which way the balance begins to incline,

and, in my opinion, the issue will be decided by the conduct

of this country ; indeed, it now lies in your power to decide

it. But the more Americans reflect upon the great advantages

which might be derived from a navigation act, the more

attached will they become to that system." Later in the con-

versatinn, Pitt a-ked if the Americans could think hard of the

English for encouraging their own shipwrights, their manu-

facturers of ships, and their own whale fishery. "By no

means," said Mr. Adams,
" but it appears unaccountable to the

people of America, that this country [England] should sacri-

fice the general interest of the nation to the private interest of

a few individuals interested in the manufacture of ships and

in the whale fishery, so far as to refuse these remittances from
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America, in payment of debts, and for manufactures which

would employ so many more people, augment the revenue so

considerably, as well as the national wealth, which would,

even in other ways, so much augment the shipping of the

nation. It is looked upon in America as reconciling yourself

to a diminution of your own shipping and seamen, in a great

degree, for the sake of diminishing ours in a small one,

besides keeping many of your manufacturers out of employ,
who would otherwi-e have enough to do. This is contrary to

the maxim [a maxim which Pitt had admitted] that one

nation should not hurt itself for the sake of hurting another, nor

take measures to deprive another of any advantage, without

benefitting itself."
l This conversation took plaee upon the

24th of August. Nine days after, in a letter to Governor

Bowdoin, John Adams wrote: "The Massachusetts has often

been wise and able
;
but she never took a deeper measure than

her late navigation act. I hope she will persist in it even though
she should be alone." He hoped that by pcrsi-taner in n-trie-

tion America would secure ultimate freedom. In a letter to

Jefferson, his view upon restrictions and the use to be made
of them is expressed in this lan.iruajje. "I should IK- sorry to

adopt a monopoly, but driven to the necessity of it. I should

not do things by halves. If monopolies and exclu.-ion- an-

the only arms of defence against monopolies and exdu-
I would venture upon them without fear of oU'emling J)ean

Tucker or the ghost of Doctor Quesnay."
2

The sentiments of John Adams as here expressed properly

represent the views of the early American statesmen, and his

1 Letter from Adams to Jay, August 25, 1785.

*Dean Tucker was an Kn-li>h writer who advocated separation from
the colonies and freedom of intercourse, claiming that evi-ry -ultantial ad-

vantage could, in that manner, be retained. See, for example, "Four
tracts on Political and Commercial Mil.jevts" 1770, pp. :.'<>_' t. M ; being
part of Tract IV., "The Interest of Great Britain Set Fi.rth in R-ganl to

her Colonies." Doctor Quesnay was the- founder !' a -! 1 i K<-<>ii"iniMs

in France, that advocated commercial freedom. Hi> lii>t important work," Tableau Economique," appeared in 17oS.
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characterization of the birth of restrictive ideas among the

people is one that will stand the test of a most exhaustive

study. It was the impetus of this sentiment that cemented

the independent States into a central government and carried

to success the establishment of the first revenue law. The
r.-trietions in this law were counter-restrictions, and the pro-
tection it afforded was primarily protection against that system
of connncrcial usurpation which England had undertaken to

enforce.
1 Here is presented the first phase of that permanent

policy which afterwards came to be known as the "American

System." It seems never to have occurred to some who

attempt to interpret this law, that words have historic mean-

ings and cannot safely be w re.- ted from the settings in which

they were presented; such writers also fail to recognize that

to demand protection against open competition with foreign

producers calls for a radically different mental attitude from

that assumed l.y those who voted for the first revenue act.

The demand tor protection in this instance, as well as the

grant of protection, wa- indi olubly bound up with the polit-

ical purpo.-e of that day. and may, I think, be most easily

understood, if confined to the wish of the American people
for participation in the carrying trade of the world.

But, it may 1x3 asked, suppose this be admitted so far as

"protection" is concerned, can the phrase "encouragement of

manufactures
"

found in the preamble to the law of 1789 be

explained in the same manner? This phrase appears to have

presented no very definite idea to the minds of those who

early made use of it, although so far as form is concerned,
there is here found something quite analogous to protection

from competition for the sake of the industry. At its incep-

1 "The Americans" said Mr. Adams to Mr. Pitt, "think that their ex-

clusion from your West India Islands, the refusal of their ships and oils

and other things, and their exclusion from your colonies on the continent

and Newfoundland, discover a jealousy of their naval power, and a fixed

sy>t.-m of policy to prevent the growth of it; and this is an idea that they
cannot bear."
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tion, however, this too was based upon a deep politic-til

purpose. The germ of this desire for manufactures, < \ n

though they must be artificially fostered, is found in the

determination of the American people to be independent

of England, first, because they were denied political i :

but afterwards, because they were refu-ed open markets

for American produce. This desire appeared very early and

found its expression in public meetings in resolution-,

and in inter-colonial agreements against the consumption

of foreign productions. Perhaps the manifestation of this

spirit in Georgia is as interesting and instructive as any
that may be presented.

1 In 1775, the Provincial Assembly

passed resolutions refusing to use imported goods. Ge<

had been omitted from the application of the "bill re-

straining trade," but "looked upon this exception rather

as an insult than a favor." The sentiment of these :

lutions portrays no appreciation whatever of the restric-

tive policy as a means of effecting the establishment of manu-

factures. They may be more properly characteri/rd in the

language of the present, as showing the determined pin

of "Boycotting" not only the Kii'_rlish merchant-, but any
home dealer or American colony that should hold inicrcMur.-e

with England before certain allcg.-d -rievances should be

redressed. This also was the purpose of the aLrreement

between the merchants of Boston, New York, and Philadel-

phia in 1768.2

Self-dejM'udcnce having been suggested in

this manner, it became the fashion for public men to appear
in home-spun suits and to praise any endeavor to establish

home industries; and it is not at all strange that they who
were benefitted by the creation of this home-demand should

press the desirability of maintaining these self-imposed restric-

tions by legal enactment. It was in this manner that, through
the lapse of years, what at its inception was a mere political

purpose grew into an established industrial theory. The

Stevens' History of Georgia, Vol. II., p. 111.
2 Watson's Annais of Philadelphia, Vol. II., p. 272.
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important point, however, for us to notice is, that the form of

the argument then used was entirely different from that

employed now by those who desire to pursuade men to adopt

the same measures. The argument then regarded as con-

vincing was :

' The sure way to establish nationality is to

exclude foreign products ;

'

now, on the other hand, we hear :

' Tin- sure way to become rich is to exclude foreign products.'

How far toward the acceptance of this fully developed idea

of protection public sentiment had arrived in 1789, is a ques-

tion most difficult to answer. The evidence upon which it is

-ir\ i.i rely is found in the previous action of the States,

and in the discussions that attended the enactment of the first

law. So far as tin- Navigation acts of the several States are

concerned, they were passed as temporary measures looking

toward the granting of larger powers to the central govern-

ment, and so are of comparatively slight importance; but

beside- these there are certain tariff acts that show somewhat

clearer ideas of protection for the sake of the industry.

Thus, in the year 17s:>, the State of Rhode Island raised her

import duties from live to twenty per cent., for the pur-

ppge,
as the preamble stated, of encouraging manufacture

within this State of the United States.
1

Pennsylvania also

passed an act after six months' deliberation to "protect (he

manufacturer-." There appears to be no good reason for

believing that these laws did not mean what they state, and

we are there-fore compelled to admit that, in these localities, a

foreshadow-ing O f the modern restrictive system is discover-

able. The only question is, how far did these ideas permeate
the entire country, and at what point in their development
did they become general.

With regard to the debates in the first Congress it appears

to me that they have been sadly mis-apprehended.
3 That one

Arnold's History of Rhode Island, Vol. II., p. 513.
*
Bancroft, History of Constitution, Vol. I., p. 187.

3 Mr. Benton's interpretation of these discussions is in harmony with the

one here presented. See note in
"
Abridgements of Debates," Vol. I., p. 84.
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may find here expressions contradicting all liberality of senti-

ment, that after a few days the deliberations of this first Con-

gress degenerated into "a grand grab struggle between inter-

ests and sections," and that there was then illustrated as

clearly as ever since the folly of endeavoring to secure the

benefits of protection to all interests, is not denied; but, not-

withstanding this, it is urged that the conscious formulation

of a protective system except as a subordinate part of a politi-

cal purpose, can be found only in a period mneh later than

1789. Here again the environment of the di>cu Sou and an

appreciation of what was not said is essential fora rational

interpretation.

Thus, in the first place, con-ider the magnitude of the ques-

tion at issue in this first debate, and the solicitude with which

the leading statesmen must have regarded the n.ursc of the

discussion. The fact that the Constitution had been adopted,

or rather that consent to a document had l>een forced from a

reluctant people, by no mean- guaranteed to this country a

stable Government. The jue>tion at is-ue \va> : Is this

document a piece of \\a-te paper, or doe- it contain the

organic law of a self-governing people? The an-wer w;is

simple: If revenue can U> scemvd upon the basis of some law

which goes forth from Congress with practical harmony of

sentiment, the new State will stand forth a fact : without a

law thus presented, the labor of years will prove abortive.

It is the magnitude of the question a t i>sue that explains that

courtesy and willingness to make concessions on the part of

the leader of the House, a willingness that would hardly
have appeared had the permanency of the government been

ensured. The history of thi< diseu-sion d< - cm diffi-

cult to understand. Mr. Madison, reeogni/ing the impor-
tance of funds, introduced, immediately upon the organi/a-

tion of the House, resolutions to the cflect that the five per
cent, impost act of 1783 should be accepted as a model after

which to shape a temporary law. Mr. Bondinot followed

the presentation of these innocent resolutions, saying that, as
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he understood it, the proposed law would be but a temporary

arrangement
" calculated to embrace the spring importations,"

and added a motion" that the blanks be filled up in the man-

ner they were recommended to be charged by Congress in

1783. Mr. White wished more time to think of the matter,

and Mr. Madison said,
"
certainly," and seconded the motion

that the committee rise. Upon the next day, Mr. Lawrence

(afterward advocate for protection on beer) expressed his

approval of the resolutions, but suggested that it would be

less confusing
" to lay a duty at a certain rate per cent, on

tin- value of all articles without attempting an enumeration

of any." He was followed by Mr. Fitzsimnions of Pennsyl-

vania, who deprecated a temporary system and proposed that

the matter lie undertaken thoroughly, and that the revenue

law be shaped for protective purposes. After two speeches

opposed to thi> >i in potion, Mr. Hartly of the same State

ran and
|

nvM-iited a set argument for protection. It was at

this juncture that Mr. Madison made that speech so fre-

quently quoted, but as frequently mis-interpreted, in which he

said :

"
1 own myself the friend of a very free system of com-

merce." A polemical historian says of him in the spirit of

criticism : "He was one of those who believe that a doctrine

can be true and its application unwise." He who would

understand this speech must appreciate Mr. Madison's posi-

tion. He was a member of a deliberative body that had no

precedents \\ hat ever. No vote had as yet been taken in the

House indicating how party-lines might form, and he could

count on no following; nor had he any sure way of forecast-

ing public sentiment. He conceived that the success of the

new Constitution depended upon presenting to the country a

revenue law to which all members of Congress should be

equally committed. What would have been the result if Mr.

Madison had been less timid, it is of course useless at present

to conjecture, but the fact seems to be, that, rather than per-

mit faction lines to be drawn before ways and means could

be provided for the new government, he was willing to make
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great concessions, and he did make the concession of allowing

the debates to proceed upon the assumption of protection

rather than run the risk of alienating the Pennsylvania dele-

gation.
1 If this theory of the debates be the true one, it fol-

lows that the phrase "encouragement and protection of manu-

factures," in the preamble, is the price paid for substantial

harmony in presenting this first revenue act to the country.

a compromise the more readily acceded to because protection

was then regarded by all as but an incident to the securing

of revenue, and, contrary to the- wish of the protect!

advocates, the law was declared a temporary measure.

But what shall be said of the Hamilton report upon manu-

factures? Does not this show the presence of industrial pro-

tection as an independent, aggressive factor? It is assumed

that the facts of this report are well known, and we an- there-

fore excused from are-statement of them. Xor i.- it of p:

importance that this report is, in many of its part.-, illogical

and contrary to sound economic doctrine, for we are con-

cerned alone with its historical interpretation.

Attention has been already called to the fart that the d

for a strong government, which, prior to 1789, sprang spon-

taneously from the experienced evils of executive weak

came to be the controlling motive of the first administration

under the new Constitution, and the true .significance of

this report upon manufactures can only be discerned in the

light of this fact. Many measures had been already taken to

induce coherency in the >\>tem before the appearance of this

paper. A National Bank had been established, the refund-

ing scheme set on foot, assumption of State debts pressed to

acceptance, and steps taken toward- providing for national

coinage. All these measures were under the guidance of one

very simple definite purpose which gave direction to the

*It is claimed that the Morrill tariffwas the price paid by the Republi-
can leaders for the adherence of Pennsylvania to the party in 1861. Com-

pare Simmer's "Protection in the United States," p. <3G.
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thought of the Federal party, and this purpose was to secure

executive centralization and to build up a sentiment of

nationality. This report upon manufactures must be viewed

in the same light and take its place by the side of these other

measures; indeed, it cannot be separated and treated as an

isolated State paper without doing violence to plain rules of

historical interpretation. It seems legitimate, therefore, to

conclude that the protectionist sentiment which gave rise to

tli is report, a.s well as that in the community to which it

appealed, was very far from being a sentiment merely in-

dustrial in eharacn r or resting wholly on an industrial basis;

indeed, (.in- is warranted in saying that it proves the total

subordination of the industrial to the political problem. Can
one think that IJismarek honestly believes that his newly-
enacted corn laws will enrich the people of Germany? What
he wants is nationality at any cost. This is what the leaders

of the Federal party wanted in 1 791, and it is this political

purpose, rather than any industrial theory, that is the key to

the real meaning t' Hamilton's report upon manufactures.

This interpretation hannoni/es perfectly with what Hamilton

avowed as his purpose, "to let the thirteen states, bound

together in a great indissoluble union, concur in erecting one

great svstem superior to the control of trans-atlantic force or

influences, and able to dictate the connection between the old

and uT-w world."

Another fact, significant as pointing toward this same

theory of interpretation, is found in the further development
of the general financial policy of the government. The

average rate of duties imposed by the law of 1792, which is

said to realize the purpose of the Hamilton report, was but

thirteen and one-half per cent., and this extension was justi-

fied by the need of revenue to protect the frontiers. The

two and one-half per cent, addition to the list of uu-specified

articles, bringing the rate up to seven and one-half per cent.,

was limited by the law to two years, when it was supposed
the exigency would have passed. Until the expiration of
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these two years, no new tariff act was presented, and, after

that, there were no decided changes of a protective characti T.

But the point of importance for us is, that the rate of ciMoms

had by no means reached the limit which experience- has

shown to be the highest revenue rate ; yet. notwithstanding

this, there was introduced and developed by this Federal

party (supposed to be a party adopting protective theories) a

general system of internal duties. Had the rate upon cus-

toms reached twenty or twenty-five per cent., this resort to

excise could be explained even upon the assumption of protec-

tion, but the introduction of other taxes while custom.-

were far below the revenue standard, >hows that there was no

understanding, or at least no appreciation of a fully developed

system of protection in the control of the treasury depart ment.

And further, it must be remembered that excise duties, when

placed on articles with which foreign articles compete, coun-

ter-act the protective force of the cu>tom> tarilf, and this was

the case so far as beer and spirits were concerned. It seems,

therefore, proper to say, without pressing the statement too

far, that the subsequent development of trca>ur\ -niana^euu-nt

does not show such strict adherence to the principles of the

report upon manufactures as to wan-ant one in reading from

it the formulated opinion of the country. It afterwards

became a State paper of importance, when the reputation of

its author could be used to bolster up a system which had

developed so far as to invite criticism : but, at the time of its

appearance, it is very doubtful if its full significance was

appreciated.
1

Reference must be made to one other line of testimony.
There were petitions presented to Congress from manufac-

turers and ship-builders praying for protection, and thoe are

frequently referred to for the purpose of showing the exist-

ence of a protectionist sentiment. I do not pretend to have

1 This Report was ordered to be reprinted in 1809. Other events in that

year fore-shadow the later development of protection.
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examined all these petitions, but my impression is that, while

they may indicate the presence of protectionist ideas in a

slight degree, they by no means prove the prevalence of

those ideas, nor that the question had ever been brought

fairly before the public mind. The general fact is, that,

about the year 1789, some considerable number of petitions

were presented to Congress. But when, as will be explained

hereafter, American shipping had secured the greater part of

the world's carrying trade, the desire for manufactures seems

to have passrd away. When the treaty of Amiens gave

peace to Europe in 1802, and European powers reclaimed

their own com merce, petitions again made their appearance ;

but the interest which they evinced again disappeared when
hostilities wen- n-iiewcd in the old world. There was,

indeed, no decided movement toward manufactures till 1808,
the year which marks the first downfall of American com-

merce. From this time on, one observes the ever-growing

importance of petitions in the management of affairs in the

United States, or, what amounts in principle to the same

thing, the ever-growing importance of the "Third Branch of

the Legislature." Government by petition is government by

special interests, and for that reason one must be very care-

ful in accepting requests for special legislation as evidence of

public sentiment. Yet, giving all the weight that is claimed

for petitions, it appears that they were not at all significant

during the period we are studying, nor does Congress seem to

have granted them much attention. Moreover, it should not

be forgotten that they are to be interpreted in the same man-

ner as the desire for independence of foreign, i. e.
y English

producers, and, in consequence, find their origin quite as

much in political as in industrial considerations. A quota-
tion from one of the petitions presented in 1789, will most

clearly portray this phase of interpretation. It is as follows :

"Your petitioners were early led to fear .... that their

country, having gained the form of liberty, had left in the

hands of their enemies the instrument of oppression and the

3
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spirit to exercise it. They soon perceived that their pros-

pects of improving wealth were blasted by a system of com-

mercial usurpation, originating in prejudice and fostered by a

feeble government."
r

The conclusion, then, to which this perhaps too extended

discussion leads is, that the idea of protection in the United

States was not in its origin a distinctly formulated industrial

conception, but rather a subordinate part of a more extensive

and decidedly aggressive political purpose; that, in the work-

ing out of this political purpose, especially after 1807, there

were introduced conditions decidedly propitious to the growth
of a protective policy as such; and that, in 18H5, it stood

forth no longer a subordinate part of a general policy, but

itself an independent policy, making claims that would have

startled the earlier statesmen. For an historical student, this

may be pertinently presented by imagining the John Adams

of 1783, and the John Quincy Adams of 1824 or 1828,

indulging in a family chat on five trade and protection.

The father would hardly have understood what the son

meant.

The theory of interpretation here maintained can alone

give continuity of development to the first twenty-five y.-urs

of American history. Ideas such as are found in the Ameri-

can system of protection could not have sprung up in a day.

The evidence is strong that, in 17s:J, fair treatment on the,

part of England would have secured freedom of commerce

from the United States. But few of the States had
e.\j>;

anything akin to protective tariils in their laws, ami, to sup-

pose that, in 1789, the policy of trade restrictions stood forth

as itself a master policy, is to assume an exception to all ordi-

nary rules of historical development. For another such

record of rapid development one must go beyond the limits

of history and turn to those pages in Grecian mythology,

describing the birth and growth of Hermes, the god of trade.

1 American State Papers, Finance, Vol. I., p. 9.
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In the morning an innocent babe, before the sun had reached

the zenith, he had stolen and slaughtered the cattle of Apollo.
It was from the commercial war of 1812 that the "American

system
"

emerged, claiming for the first time in its own right
the attention of the public. In 1794, Fisher Ames, a "pro-

tectionist," expressed surprise that manufacturers should like

taxes rather than no taxes
;
and upon a motion to reduce the

duties upon sugar said: "If the money was not likely to be

wanted at all, it would be one good cause for dropping the

taxes." Tench Coxe, writing the same year upon the Ameri-

can tariff, said :

" It has been frequently observed in the

course of the preceding pages, that the duties laid for the pur-

pose of revenue, on foreign manufactures imported into the

United Stati-s, an- a irn at encouragement to similar articles,

which arc or shall be manufactured in this country."
1 In

1816, Clay declared for "a thorough and decided protection

to home-manufactures by ample duties," and Mr. Ingham
who supported him said :

" The revenue was only an inci-

dental consideration, and ought not to have any influence

in the decision upon the proposition before the committee."

The public sentiment which controlled the first Congress
cannot be brought into harmony with that which controlled

the fourteenth, or, indeed, with that which is potent with

the Treasury Department to-day, and a true presentation of

financial history must recognize this fact.

Including the tariff law of February 5, 1816, there were

twenty acts of Congress during the first quarter of a century
in our National history, relating to customs duties. It

would be wearisome to speak in detail of all these acts, and in

order to avoid such a necessity it has been my purpose to

present in the following table, in a manner easily to be followed,

the more important modifications of the tariff-system. Those

articles only which are significant have been selected.

1 View of the United States, p. 458.
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A glance at the foreg< >ing table shows the constantly increas-

ing rate of charges imposed by the government, beginning
with the modest rate of five per cent, upon the general list,

and rising to thirty per cent., yet every increase was in the

presence of some demand that the administration regarded as

pressing. The act of 1790 was to meet the financial necessi-

ties of the funding schemes. The law of 1792 was to raise

money for the protection of the frontiers, and is especially

interesting as embodying the Hamiltonian notion of protec-

tion. In his communication to Congress, Hamilton expressed

the hope that in two years the exigency calling for increased

revenue \v.uhl pas- away and that the rate upon the general

list might be red need, but, in 1794, not only was it found

necrs>:irv to retain these duties, but to impose new. The law

of 1 7!>7 was forced upon Congress by threatened foreign com-

plications. "The French Revolution had just reached the

highest point of srtth-d delirium/
1

and, though it was the

desire of Mr. Adams and his cabinet to maintain strict

neutrality, it was regarded as safe to expend something upon
a navv. Thi> law was really of more financial significance

than appears from the table, for it not only imposed new

duties, hut made p< rmanent those sections of the acts of 1792

and 1 7'.' 1 that terminated with 1797. The two and one-half per

cent, increase of duties upon all imports (with ten per cent,

additional if imported in other than American vessels) by the

act of March *J6, 1804, was to provide funds for the protection

of commerce and seamen against the Barbary Powers, and

formed what was called the "Mediterranean fund." The act

declared that this fund should cease three months after the

conclusion of a treaty of peace with Tripoli. This event

occurred in 1805, but the fund was continued by yearly acts

till 1813, when it was made permanent, and so remained till

March, 1815. The alleged temporary character of many of

these laws, as notably the laws of 1792, 1794, and 1804, is

perhaps the most singular fact in this period of our tariff-

history, and the fact that no important duty once imposed,
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except that upon salt, was ever relinquished, .-hows with what

ease and certainty a people may learn to lx iar taxes. No

period in our history illu.-trate- this more pertinently, tinl< ss

it be the years after the outbreak of the Rebellion. The

doubling of all duties in 1812 was expressly termed a Mar-

tax, and was imposed for the purpose of securing im-ans to

carry on the struggle against England, a struirirlt' that the

war-party had at last sin-reeded in drawing up<n the country.

Whether or not it be in harmony with sound rules of finance

to raise the rates of customs duties on the event of a com-

mercial war, is a question that will be reserved for later con-

sideration.

It is always regarded as siLrnitirant information respecting

the workings of a taritl-s\ -! -m, to learn the rates actually

paid on goods imported. It is the purpose of the following

table (p. 39) to present this information.

It is proper to say that tin--.- li^uivs are estimates and there-

fore must be interpreted with some caution. The official

returns for these years do not give the value of goods imported
that are charged with specific duties, but the (piantitics only.

For general purposes, however, the
p* Tcrntuge-ivsults may he

relied upon, and the lesson which they seem to enforce is the

unsteadiness in the actual rate <>t' taxation previous to 1817,
so far as the revenue system was based upon customs duties.

One of the great delusions of American financiering is its

over-estimation of the importance of tariff-laws. The secret

of their approbation is simply that, in their workings, they
are obscure.

It yet remains for us to consider briefly the technicalities

of the tonnage-acts. In May, 1789, a resolution passed
the House of Representatives to the ell'eet that American-

built vessels, owned by citizens of the United States, should

pay, upon entering any port of the country, a duty of nine

cents per ton; if of foreign build but owned by American

citizens, six cents per ton; vessels belonging to subjects of

foreign powers with which the United States had commercial
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treaties, thirty cents per ton
;

while vessels belonging to sub-

jects of any other power should pay at the rate of fifty cents

per ton. The Senate would not agree to this discrimination

between foreign peoples, and the House was obliged, although
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regulations. This was the reciprocity-policy in which Jeffer-

son professed a belief, and it was the polity that gave form to

the first phase of the "American System." The debates in

regard to this whole question are very significant for the histo-

rian, since the opinions expressed in them forecast those two

lines of foreign policy which controlled American politics for

so many years. At present, however, we are precluded from

entering upon a detailed analysis of them.

The tonnage act, as approved, made no distinction betw. n

the ships of foreign powers. It did, however, decidedly favor

American shipping. The rate imposed ap(m American-built

and American-owned ships wa- six cents per ton, while

foreign-built and foreign-owned vessels were charged with

thirty cents, and vessels both built and owned by foreign sub-

jects were imposed with an entry-fee of fifty cents per ton.

In this manner did the United States attempt to pay back

England in her own coin and to maintain a share in the carry-

ing trade.

The foreign relations, in view of which the first ton

and tariff acts were passed, have already been presented; in

order, however, to understand the workings of the sy>t< m
thus established, it will be necessary to go a little farther into

the subject and notice some facts in European politics which

materially affected not only the sources from which revenue

arose, but also the further development of the system.
The period which thus comes under observation is one of

public disorder. Europe was thrown into commotion in con-

sequence of the French Revolution, and it was found impos-
sible for even neutral states to escape the results of hostilities.

In 1793, Great Britain, Spain, Prussia, and Germany entered

into an alliance, which, in addition to prohibiting exportation
of stores from their own ports to France, bound the contrac-

ting parties "to take all other measures in their power for

injuring the commerce of France," and to unite their efforts

"to prevent all other powers not implicated in tin- war, from

giving, on this occasion of common concern to every civil-
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ized State, any protection whatever, directly or indirectly, in

consequence of their neutrality, to the commerce and property
of the French, on the sea or in the ports of France." l The

United States was the only nation of importance not drawn

into this controversy, and her policy, openly declared, was to

maintain the strictest neutrality. On the 16th of December,

1793, Jefferson, who was then Secretary of State, submitted

to Congress a report upon the Commercial relations which

the United States sustained to the nations of the world.

From this report it appears that the policy of the European
States was to prohibit, cither by edict or high duties, all

American produce, when such produce, even at greater cost to

them-elve-, mill-lit be derived from their own colonies. Thus

European State- hoped to retain the trade of their own posses-

sions. To meet these restrictions Jefferson knew of but two

methods: friendly relation-, <>r counter-legislation. He much

preferred the former. " Would even a single nation," said he,

"I >eLnn with the United States this system of free commerce,
it would be advisable to begin it with that nation." But

since no nation was willing to enter upon such relations it was

his advice to Congress to adopt measures founded in reciproc-

ity, "to return to each nation exactly what the United States

received from it."
2

Upon the basis of this report, Madison

based those resolutions which revived the rejected policy of

1789, but this time, in addition to discriminating tonnage duties

favoring nations in alliance with the United States, he proposed

special duties on leather, metals, cotton, woollens and silk,

the products of nations not joined to this country by treaty ;

and. with reference to the West India trade, he desired addi-

tional duties on all importations by foreign vessels from ports

to which American vessels were not admitted. This time,

however, he could not carry the House with him. In 1794,

1 The proportion of carrying trade done by American ships for England
and France respectively, was 3^ to 1.

* American State Papers, Vol. I., p. 300.
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John Jay was sent to England for the purpose of negotiating

a treaty which should secure to this country those rights to

which she was entitled on the high seas, but which, by the

treaty of the Allied powers, were, to say the least, endangered.

It was certainly an opportune time for the negotiation of a

treaty. British commerce was for the time rendered uncertain,

and British colonies were beginning to suffer from the want

of the means of safe exchange. The following table will

present clearly the relative effect upon England and America

of this period of endangered commerce.
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an order instructing cruisers " to stop and detain for lawful

adjudication all ships laden with goods which were the pro-
duce of any French colony, or carrying provisions, or other

Mij>j>lies, for the use of any such colony."
1 The rigor of this

was afterward somewhat abated, until by an order of January,

1798, freedom of trade was permitted to neutrals with the

colonies of enemies. This order was termed an indulgence
and remained in force until the treaty of Amiens.

The French policy in view of the treaty of the Allied

powers is found formally expressed in a decree of 1796,

which declared that "the French will treat neutral nations in

the manner they suffer themselves to be treated by the Eng-
lish." In 1790, American vessels were obliged to take out a

"r6le d'6quipa_n
"

under penalty of being declared "good

pri/es." In 1798, contrary to the stipulation of the treaty,

which declared that free ships should make free goods, a

decree was issued, providing that the character ef vessels

should be determined by that of their cargoes, and that any

ship having on board merchandise coming from British pos-

sessions should be considered a "
good prize," whoever might

be the owner of the merchandise. On the assumption that

France was in earnest in issuing these decrees, had she pos-

1 a navy adequate to their vigorous enforcement, Ameri-

can shipping must have been swept from the seas
;
but it is

more than likely that these decrees were issued with a view

to their effect on American politics, and it is certain that they

did not injuriously influence the American carrying trade,

which at this time had become considerable.

The answer which the American Congress made to these

encroachments was to grant merchant vessels the right of

defending themselves from search or seizure, to proclaim

void the French treaty of 1778, and to declare as a lawful

prize any armed vessel sailing under the French flag.

1 One may find all the important Orders in Council, and French Decrees

in Seybert's Statistics.
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During this period, America, as the only important neutral

power, had enjoyed the carrying trade of Europe. AVhile the

temporary peace of Amiens lasted, her commerce was rotricted

to the carrying of her own produce; but, upon tin- renewal of

hostilities, her neutrality again secured to her the lucrative

West India trade. This state of affairs continued till the

year 1807, when the commercial relations of America to

Europe were radically chang<d. In the fir.-t place, the Jay

treaty expired and the privileges of direct trade were 1< -t.

But the closing in of the two great combatants for the final

struggle brought to this country yet greater cons|ii<

Napoleon well knew that the source of England's vitality

was her commerce and trade, and that it' lie could destroy

this, his supremacy in Europe was an accomplished fact.

This was the purpose of his Berlin-decree which app-

November 21, 1806. This decree closed all European ports

to Great Britain and threatened the seizure of American

Is trading in British good-. Tin- rejoinder on the part

of England was to subject all ve.-M-ls to >ean-h. and any
bound to those ports from which the BrinMi Hag wa<

excluded were liable to compul.-orv detention in England.
Then followed the Milan decree of 1807, which declared that

any vessel submitting to such search .-hould be considen d

" denationalized." These mea-un -s did not, as is the former

case, mean a paper warfare, but they meant rather the anni-

hilation of all neutral rights. It was their purpose to foive

the United States to take one side or the other in this contro-

versy. The French party was at this time in the ax-cndcncy,
and the regulations of the I'nitcd State- wen ;1 jm ed at

England rather than Franv. In 18<>7. Congress laid an

embargo on all American shipping by means of which it was

thought to make England sensible of the dependence of her

manufactories upon this country lor raw material. Though

severely felt in England, as shown by petitions to Parlia-

ment to which the embargo gave rise, the Fngli>h govern-
ment refused to alter its policy; but such was the opposition
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to the embargo in the United States that, after being sub-

jected to modifications, so as at one time to be a non-exporta,-

tion act, ami at another a non-communication act with Eng-
land or France, it was wholly abandoned. This occurred in

June, 1809. The war of 1812 with its necessary commercial

restrictions closes this chapter of commercial orders, decrees,

and regulations, the importance of which cannot be overesti-

mated in searching for the true interpretation of this first

period of tonnage and tariff-acts. A consideration of the

effects of theee diplomatic events npoa the financial and in-

dustrial development of the country, will be reserved till the

lu-t chapter of this essay.

II. INTERNAL DUTIES AND DIRECT TAXES.

I \ 1 1 KNAL DUTIES.

The first form of internal duties laid in the United States

was an e\ci>e duty upon distilled spirits. The first law for

this purpose was approved March 3, 1791, which, however,

place to the permanent law of May 8, 1792. These

were not pa-ed without opposition. Those who opposed

them uru-ed that they contemplated a tax which was unpopular,

and which would he unprofitable because unpopular; that an

excise tax of any kind was dangerous to the liberties of the

people and would, on that account, meet with especial opposi-

tion in the Southern States. Some members expressed them-

selves as favoring a poll-tax, although, if Mr. Madison's

opinions be accepted, the sentiment of neither the House nor

the country would admit of a direct tax of any kind. In

favor of the bill it was urged that tariff duties had been

extended as far as the interests of trade would allow, and that

an increase of revenue was essential
; also, that the proposed

tax would tend to discourage the consumption of spirits, which

was very great and hurtful to the health, morals, and economy
of the community ;

and that, in the form in which it was
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proposed, it would act as an encouragement to agriculture.

The second bill passed the House by a vote of 35 to 21, yet

many voted for it who had expressed themselves against the

principle of an excise tax, and had it been attempted at that

time to extend this form of securing a revenue to any article

but spirits, it is doubtful if such an attempt could have

succeeded.

By the law of 1792, all spirits distilled within the United

States were imposed with an excise duty as follows.

SPIRITS DISTILLED

From foreign materials. From material produced in the I

First class of proof, 10 cts. per gal. 1 i rst class of proof, 7 cte. per gaL
Second " "11 " Second " "8
Third " " 12 " Third " 9

Fourth" " 14 " Fourth" " 11

Fifth " " 18 " Fifth " " 13

Sixth " " 25 " Sixth " " 18

This expression foreign material, as here used, means West

India molasses and sugar, as distinguished from barley ami

corn of domestic growth. From the former was manut'actun <!

New England rum, which was conceived to be the most per-

nicious article of drink known. In addition to this discrimi-

nation in favor of whiskies and against nuns, it will be

remembered that molasses, as a raw material, was already sul>-

ject to an impost duty. To diminish the manufacture of these

pernicious rums by substituting for them spirits distilled i'rom

materials which were the growth of home soil, and at the same

time to increase the demand for home agricultural products,
was the avowed purpose of this discrimination favoring
whiskies. For small stills it was made optional with the

owner to pay ten cents per month per gallon on the capacity
of the still, or seven cents per gallon on the amount of spirits,

actually distilled.

Opposition to this form of taxation extended beyond the

doors of Congress. In Pennsylvania, North Carolina, Vir-
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ginia, and Maryland, there were resolutions passed denounc-

ing the measure
; and, as will be remembered, in Pennsylvania

the execution of the law gave rise to that chapter in the

history of the United States commonly called "The Whiskey
Insurrection." It will be impossible to insert here even a

brief sketch of this movement, but a presentation of the ideas

of the insurgents and of the interests which they conceived

to be endangered, may be allowed as pertinent. Under the

colonial government of Pennsylvania, there had been two

attempts to impose a tax upon spirits, one in 1756, and the

other in 177^; Imt neither had met with any success in the

Western counties.
1 A similar effort also on the part of the

government of New Jersey had not proved successful, a fact

well known in Pennsylvania, while in other neighboring States

there had been no excise law. The intelligent opposition to

this 1'Yderal tax may be found stated in the minutes of the

Pittsburg meeting of August 22, 1792. 2 The clerk of this

inert in^, it may !>< interesting to remark, was Albert Gallatin,

wln afterwards came to be the directing member of the Jeffer-

son cabinet. It was urged at this meeting that a tax upon

spirits operated in proportion to numbers rather than wealth,

and in consequence was unjust in itself and oppressive to the

poor; and in addition to this, that all taxes upon articles of

consumption, because of the power that must necessarily be

vested in the officers who collect them, will in the end destroy

the liberty of any people that permits them to be introduced.

The course of reasoning here presented is the same as that

urged in Congress against a tax on salt, when it was maintained

that such a tax was in reality a poll-tax, and as such did not

meet the requirements of equality as measured by the amount

of property controlled. The condition of the Western

counties of Pennsylvania was something of an excuse for the

conduct of their inhabitants. Whiskey was so common and

1

Findley's History of the Insurrection, ch. II.

*
Pennsylvania Archives, 2nd Series, vol. IV., p. 30.
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money was so scarce that the former served as a medium of

exchange in trade, yet would not be accepted in payment of

the tax, which, computed in money, amounted to fully one-

third of the price of the article.
1 The attoniey-jjeneral, so

it is stated, could find no basis for legal proceedings against

the insurgents, and it was not until militia had been put mi

foot by order of the President, that the people were induced

to submit. In other quarters of the Union where the ex

tion of the law was opposed, the proclamation of the Presi-

dent sufficed to restore order and secure acquiescence. This,

it will be observed, was the first form which opposition to in-

ternal duties assumed in the United Sta-

The second object attached by tin- system of internal taxa-

tion was carriages used "for the conveyance of persons." The

permanent law for this purpose, which repealed a law of two

years previous, was approved May *js, 17!Mj. These two

enactments did not differ as to the mode of apportionment,
but the rate of duty was raised by the latter act so that the

law, as approved, stood as follow.- :

Coaches driven by box or postilion $15 per year.

Chariots ]_'

Coaches with panels
" "

Coaches without panels G " "

Two wheeled top carriages 3 " "

Other two wheeled carriages 2 " "

Nothing in this act was to be construed so as to levy any
tax upon wagons used in agriculture or for the transportation
of commodities.

The execution of this law did not, as in the case of the

excise on spirits, meet with open opposition ;
nevertheless the

idea of visible taxes had not become so familiar that their

collection was permitted without expressions of disapproba-
tion. In the present instance, the constitutionality of the law

1

Findley's History of the Insurrection, p. 41.
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was attacked in the well known case of Hylton vs. the

United States. The ground of argument was simple and the

decision direct. The question upon which the case turned was,

whether a tax levied under the above mentioned law, was

direct or indirect within the meaning of the Constitution; if

indirect, it was admitted to be rightly laid; but if direct, the

point was urged that it was unconstitutional because not laid

by the rule of apportionment prescribed in the Constitution.

The Supreme Court decided that the duty upon carriages was

not a direct tax, and the reasons submitted in support of this

decision were the following : that the Constitution contem-

plated MM tax a- direct except capitation and land taxes; that

a tax laid upon carriages by apportionment among the several

States would be uiu-quul and unjust, since the number of car-

riages was entirely out of proportion to the federal popula-
tion in the various parts of the country ; also, that indirect

include all taxes imposed upon expenses or consumption,
and that "a carriage for the conveyance of persons" is a con-

sumaMe commodity.
1

From this time opposition to internal duties was confined

to political measures. The fact that the Federalists had

imposed them and had insisted that the laws should be

executed served a* a powerful argument in the hands of their

enemies during the campaign of 1800.

In 1794, the system of internal taxation was extended so

as to include three new sources of revenue. A tax was levied

upon the sale of certain liquors, an excise duty was imposed

upon the manufacture of snuff and the refining of sugar, and

the proceeds of auction-sales were also laid under contribu-

tion. The first of these required retailers of wines and

foreign spirits to pay a yearly license of five dollars. Snuif

was made to bear eight cents, and sugar two cents per

pound, when prepared in the United States. The revenue

which proceeded from the snuff-tax did not warrant its con-

'3 Dull., 171.

4
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tinuaDce: it was first changed to a tax upon snuff-mills,

which tax, in its turn, was suspended by yearly acts until,

in 1800, the duty was abolished.

The tax upon auction-sales was at the rate of twenty-five

cents upon everyone hundred dollars which were prnn<U
from the sale of goods connected with husbandry, and fifty

cents upon like amounts arising from sale of any other sort

of goods. Three years later still another source of internal

revenue was opened by the approval of an act levying duties

upon certain legal transactions. Stamps were used as the

means of collecting this duty, the rates imposed being as

follows :

Certificate of admission to practice in any Uniti-d States

Court $10 00

Certificate of Naturalization 5 00

Any grant under seal of tlu> I'niti-d Siati-s 4 00

Any certified copy of such grant 2 00

Certified bonds, etc 1 00

Any paper requiring the seal of a Court 50

Any instrument connected with the ex

tion of a will.

Any insurance policy

All bonds and notes....

According to value

of instrument.

The list of internal duties imposed previous to 1813, and

properly falling under the classification of indirect taxes, has

now been presented. For the administration of this system,
the several States were accepted as revenue district.-. ea<-h dis-

trict being divided at the discretion of the President into >ur-

veys of inspection. For each district there was a siipervi.-or,

and for each survey as many inspectors as the supervisor
deemed necessary.

DIRECT TAXES.

Notwithstanding increase in the rate of custom dues and the

establishment of a system of indirect taxes, the annual income
was not adequate to the needs of the government, and, in the
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judgment of the administration, it appeared desirable to open

yet another source of revenue. The most potent considera-

tion, however, in resorting to direct taxation was found in the

threatening attitude of foreign affairs and in the fact that a

commercial war would greatly diminish the revenue from

customs.

As early as 1794 the special committee on public credit re-

commended a direct tax of $750,000. In the same report

there was also a recommendation in favor of stamp duties;

both were at the time rejected, but two years later "the exist-

ing and approaching exigencies" appeared so pressing that

both mc:i>uivs a^aiu found strong recommendation. Mr.

Wolcott was at this time Secretary of the Treasury, and a

request from Congress for a plan to raise $2,000,000 by
direct taxation o-;ive rise to his most important state paper.

The problem which the Secretary undertook to solve was by
no means a li^-lit one. His task consisted in drafting a law

which would meet the constitutional requirements of a direct

tax and yet be sufficiently elastic to adjust itself to the various

customs in the separate States, lie first instituted an inquiry

respecting the several methods of State-taxation, and the in-

formation secured shouvd that there existed the greatest

diversity, both as regards subjects selected for the imposition

of taxes, and also respecting methods of apportionment and

collection. It would be a weary undertaking to follow min-

utely this voluminous report, and it has been my purpose to

render such a task unnecessary by preparing a tabular state-

ment of its most interesting and pertinent facts.

When one learns that the report from which the following

table is drawn covers fifty paires in a quarto volume, he need

not be reminded that its salient features only are here presented.

For more particular information respecting early local taxa-

tion the student is referred to the report itself, which will be

found in the first volume of American State Papers relating

to the subject of finance. As a study in local administration

it contains an abundance of interesting matter. Thus in the
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States.
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harmony of custom respecting taxation within certain restricted

sections tin -iv is disclosed the common origin and previous

history of certain of the colonies, and there is suggested some

intimacy of intercourse between them. For example, the

revenue systems of the New England section conform quite

well to the same general model. Some of the Southern

States, also, present many features in common. As between

sections, bowevef,
and indeed as between the States also,

the more one studies the details of the systems, the greater

differentiation does he observe, a fact which goes to show how
i- "laird and local these sections must have been before they

were united by the common bond of complaint. Thus the

lists of exemption- varied materially in the several States;

the position occupied by the ne-ro before the revenue laws

was not the sime in all localities; so far as capital employed
in business or money loaned at interest was taxed, one can

discover no harmony whatever in principles of attachment;

di-t !< -tion granted assessors, also, presents the widest variety

of custom. One of the curious points of contrast, and one

that brings strongly into contrast the respective characters of

the people at this early time, pertains to the custom of perfect-

ing the taxable li-t< among the Northern and the Southern

peoples. In ( 'onneetieiit, the inhabitants were classed accord-

ing to the religious societies to which they belonged, the

church thus serving a- the centre from which the work of the

assessor started ; in North ( 'arolina and Georgia, on the other

hand, it was usual for the captains of the militia to advertise

a muster to which the people repaired with lists of their

property. Thus, iu the one case, the church-rolls, and in the

other the rolls of the militia captains, were accepted as the

most complete enumeration of taxable inhabitants.

Since, however, this essay pertains to Federal rather than

local taxation, we are precluded from following farther the

facts presented in this report. Its only importance for our

present purpose is to show upon what ground Secretary Wol-

cott based his decision in favor of a Federal revenue system
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independent of local customs. So clearly did he recogni/e

the conflicting character of the local revenue .-yMems. that lie-

conceived it impossible to make use of State-machinery for

National taxation, and advocated the establishment of a new

and independent sy.-tem receiving its authority altogether from

the central government.
Some of the ideas respecting tins system as they lay in his

mind, may not be uninteresting. A capitation tax was

rejected because it had a tendency to raise wages and thus

discourage manufacture?*
;

it threw an undue portion of the

burden of the public expense on the middle class of farmers;

and, so strong was the opposition to it in various parts of the

Union, that it was believed the expense of collecting it would

be out of proportion to the net K \ mi. arising from it.

A tax on farm produce was opposed because unequal.

Taxes on capital wen- not considered advisable because, if the

incidence rested with tin- capitalist, money would l>e driven

from the country, while if it were poihlc for the tax to be

incorporated with the pri<r of any commodity, it would cease

to be direct. Taxes on profit- arising from certain employ-
ments were considered arbitrary and unequal, although they

were favored by the ease with which they might be collected.

A tax upon land was regarded from ><>me points of view as

good, since it would be uniform, certain, and equal.

In May, 1798, Wolcott submitted another report which

contained his plan for a direct tax. It was to be addressed to

individuals and to attach the following articles: in) on

dwelling houses, to be distributed into nine classes and t

uniformly in each class; (6) on slaves, to be taxed uniformly,
50 cents percaput; (c) on lands, to he taxed tut nr/<,rr,,i in

each State at such rate as with the other taxes would produce
the sum apportioned. The interesting part of this plan. BO

far as the method of apportionment is concerned, appears in

connection with the house tax. The classes into which Mr.

"NVolcott divided dwellings and the rates which he proposed
were :
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First class, of value from $ 80 to $ 200, to bear a tax of $ .50

Second
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neither equal nor just. In its workings it would have con-

tradicted the rule which Congress professed to have acn-ptrd

as the basis of its impositions. The percentaife of taxation on

different houses in the same class was not uniform, although
the rate of taxation WHS ; and such discrimination :

lay against the poorer house. This may !>< easily pen-rived

by comparing the percentage rate of taxation on ditli-ivnt

classes and the different rates in the same class.

IIi-ht rate, vi/.: Lowest rate, viz :

on poorest house. on \^\ house.

First cla*s, .006} .002$

Second class, .007J AttJ

Eighth class, .<>"<; .002$
Ninth class, .004f Rate decreases as value increases.

Or taking the two extreme cases which the schedule renders

possible, a house which is worth $200 would be imposed with

a rate of .0075 on valuation, while a house assessed at $599
would be called upon to pay at the rate of only .0026; or, by

comparing the highest rate in the second class with the l<\\,-t

rate in the eighth, it appears that the poorer hou.-c pays the

rate of .00425 higher than a lumsr worth four times its value.

Hamilton's plan, which is apparently >o arbitrary, is ba-.-d

upon the idea that rental may lx- regarded a> tin- true criterion

of what real estate should pay, and he claimed in its support

that, by practical application to houses in his own vicinity,

the ratio between the rate and rent was sufficiently accurate to

meet the demands of justice. It must also In- admitted that

his method of assessment would obviate expense and uncer-

tainty of valuation. On the other hand it might have a

tendency to act in some cases as did the old English window-
and hearth-tax, and result in the building of houses inferior

to those that otherwise would be erected.

The plan adopted gave rise to a law that was French in its

character, based on the principle of "
1'impot pmgn-

which was then playing, and has since played, so conspicuous
a role in theories for the reorganization of society. Five
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years before, the French Assembly had adopted this mode of

taxation, and the American house-tux of 1798 was an appli-
cation of the same idea, although so drawn as to exhibit the

most objectionable features of this method of impost. There

was too Mr (
.a t a discrepancy between the burdens imposed on

diilerent grades of property. Since this law is traceable to

(ial latin, and since (lallutin was himself of French extraction

and education, it is natural for one to search for some connec-

tion between the principle of taxation adopted by the Repub-
licans of France and this law. But there appears to be no

evidence of such connection, and a close study of the character

of Gal lat in does not permit one to regard him as an ardent

admirer of all that is rY.-nrh. The collection of this direct

tax wa< placed in the hand- of those who already had charge

of the execution of the internal revenue laws, the supervisors

having full power to appoint additional collectors if they
deemed it necessary.

In 1801, upon the accession of Jefferson to the Presidency,
it ins endeavored to change radically the financial policy of

the United States. Of the six causes which the historian

Ilildreth mentions as resulting in the downfall of the Federal

party, two are financial. The first was the six per cent, loan
;

the second, the direct tax. With regard to the latter, Ham-
ilton siid in a speech delivered before the electors of the State

of New York, which was intended to influence their votes in

favor of the Federal party, that it had ever been the policy

of himself and associates to refrain from a resort to direct taxa-

tion except in the presence of threatened or actual hostilities,

thus showing that the leaders of this party thought it expe-
dient to apologize for having imposed a direct tax.

The new administration lost no time in redeeming its

pledge, and, in 1802, all internal and direct taxes wen;

abolished, not to be again re-imposed until the commercial

war of 1812 had endangered the revenue which flowed from

the customs duties. The Jay treaty expired in 1807, and

from that time the war-party gained rapidly in strength. In
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his financial reports of 1807 and 1808, Gal latin submitted

statements which led Congress to the belief that war might

be carried on without a resort to either direct or indirect

taxation. The advocates of the war made etlicient use of

these reports. The financial measures which the Secretary

had proposed were not adopted, and in 1S12, the public

treasury was not in a condition to sustain a war, and it was

found necessary, in addition to doubling the customs rates, to

establish again a system of internal revenue. These taxes

were expressly termed war-taxes, the words being printed in

italics, and the purpose of entailing upon the people a per-

manent and ever progressing system of taxation was explic-

itly disavowed. It thus appears that the people of the

United States had not outgrown their fear of vi.-ihlc i

and still preferred to pay the legitimate expenses of the

ernment with blindfolded eyes. Nor can one refrain from

the observation in pa HILT, that the financial disasters and

absurd treason-management which the history of this conflict

discloses, finds its origin in the law that destroyed the sy>teiu

of internal revenue so laboriously c.-tabli.-hed
\>y the 1-Yder-

alists. The embarrassments occasioned by the absence of

any machinery by which wealth currently created could be

reached, teaches the le>-on that a wi-e financial policy will

provide in time of peace for the exigencies of increased

expenditure during time of war. This wa> the defence

presented by Wolcott for the maintenance of hi- exj> :

system of internal duties. "In case of foreign war," he

"the revenue from customs will be greatly decreased, it is

to provide some means of making up the deficiency." li i-,

indeed, a question worthy of serious consideration whether any

people can afford to be without a system of duties that keeps
at least in working order the machinery for levying duties

directly upon current products.
So far as the form of indirect duties is concerned, this

second period of their use presents very little change from the

plan previously adopted; for direct taxes, however, Mr.
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(iallatin established a system much more simple than the one

incorporated in the law of 1798. The law of 1813 provided
for a general assessment upon all taxable property according to

its money-value. The apportionment of the tax among the

several States was of course controlled by the conditions of

the Constitution, but the apportionment of the State-tax to

the counties in the State, which was accomplished through a

direct act of Congress, was according to the assessed value of

property in each county. The position of Mr. Gallatin in

reference to direct taxes may be gathered from the following

quotation: "Direct taxes are liable to peculiar objection, aris-

ing from the unavoidable inequality produced by the general
rule of the Constitution. Whatever difference may exist

between the relative wealth and consequent ability of paying
of the several States, still the tax must necessarily be raised in

proportion to their relative population. Should it, however,
IMVMIHC iir<-( ssiry to resort to that resource, it is believed that

a tax raised upon that species of property in each State which

by the State laws is liable to State taxation, as had originally

been contemplated by Congress, would l>e preferable to a

general assessment, laid uniformly on the same species of

property in all the States, as was ultimatety adopted/'
1

In order also to placate the State authorities, and veil so

far as possible the central authority that stood behind this tax,

it was further provided that any State legislature might revise

the Congressional apportionment of the tax among the coun-

ties, if the governmental distribution of burden was conceived

to be unjust; and, in addition to this, each State was per-

mitted to pay the apportioned amount directly out of its

public treasury, in which case a deduction of fifteen per cent.

was allowed. This was bringing into use again the theory

of requisitions which had proved so disastrous under the

Confederacy, but with this essential difference : there now

existed the authority to coerce payment and the means to

enforce it.

1 See Report for 1807.
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The machinery for collecting internal revenue was subjected

to some slight modification. The States were divided into a

number of collection-districts, with a principal assessor and

collector for each, "who should be a respectable free-hold* T

and reside in the district." The office of supcn
abolished and the number of assistant assessors could at any
time be reduced by the Secretary of the Treasury. The dif-

ference between the Gallatin and the Wolcott plan seem- to

have been that the former incorporated so far as possible the

existing systems of the several States, and was so drawn as to

avoid provoking popular hostility by ignoring local senti-

ment; while the latter introduced a new and uniform method

of taxation which, to say the least, was strange in many
parts of the Union and opposed in many instances to the

habits of the people. Something respeetinir the financial

consequence of these two systems will be presented in the

study that follows.

III. CRITICISMS UPOX RKYKNTE LEGIS-
LATION.

Having tra-<-d the development of the first period of taxa-

tion in the United States, and di-< -

nearly as possible

the conditions of this country at th<- time when the revenue,

in took its rise, it lies, next in our purpose to consider

the practical workings of the system during the period that it

was in operation, and to at !i historical queries as mav

present themselves. It is to tl. hat our attention i- at

present turned.

It will be remembered that the chief object of the act < f

1789 was to strengthen the public credit,
1

and, consequently,
the question that naturally claims first attention concerns the

the influence exerted by the law upon the price of public securi-

ties. The resources of the country were ample to meet all

1

Compare foot-note, Bentoii's Debated, Vol. L, ;
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obligations and the knowledge of this fact was widely spread ;

but, in order to raise the credit of the country, it was also

necessary that Congress should express in law its willingness
to provide for all debts and to create through law the

machinery requisite to render the national resources available.

It was neceary, as stated by Mr. Madison, "to revive those

principles of honor and honesty that have too long lain dor-

mant
;

"
but, this being done by the rational method of opening

a source of permanent revenue, the credit of the country was

sure to revive. The facts show that this expectation was not

in the least delusive. Before the date at which the law prac-

tically went into ellect the loth of November public secur-

ities had ri-en thirty-three and one-third per cent, higher than

they were at the beginning of the year, and, by January 14,

1790, they had experienced an additional rise of fifty per
cent. In the second message to Congress presented by Wash-

n, the country was congratulated on "its rising credit

and respectability.'
1

It may, however, be interesting to notice

that this growth in financial respectability was due to the pass-

ing of the law, rather than to the actual revenue accruing on

account of the law
;
for the fact is, that revenue arising from

customs did not for a number of years suffice for both the pay-
ment of current interest upon the public debt and the contin-

gent expenses ofthegovernment. During the first seven years of

our National exi.Meiicc, receipts from loans, treasury notes, etc.,

amounted to some twenty millions of dollars, an insignificant

sum as it now appears, but yet equal to two and a half times

the average annual receipts of the government for the first

eight years of reported returns. It was not until 1799 that

the revenue from customs equalled the sum which, in 1789,

was demanded by the estimates for public needs. This defi-

ciency of income from customs was, however, the result of policy

rather than of poverty. The first important State paper,

pertaining to financial affairs, gave expression to the opinion

that "
to make provision equal to the funding of the whole

debt would require the extension of taxation to a degree
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and to objects which the true interest of the public creditors

forbids.
7 '

The other sources of revenue open to the government, apart

from external and internal taxation, were the following: sale

of public lands, sale of bank stock or dividends upon Midi

shares as were retained, loans and treasury notes, the po>

department, and miscellaneous sources, including forfeits,

fines and the like; yet, from the beginning of the government
until 1816, revenue arising from customs duties constituted

more than six-elevenths of that arising from all other sources

combined.

One cannot insist too strongly upon the political importance

of these revenue laws, nor as-iirii too great solicitude to the

friends of the new governmcnjt while the revenue system was

under discussion. The early American state-nun recognized

clearly the lever that was to set their hardly-wrought State in

motion. The establishment of revenue and credit was the

practical step which ensured the realization of that for which

they so long had toiled, and it was this purpose, and not to

establish the manufacture of beer bottles or encourage the

growth of hemp, that was continually Ix-fore their minds. 1 Ie

who does not recognize this is not in mental harmony with the

period, and so fails to grasp the true meaning "f tht-e iir>t

debates. The safety of the Republic at that time wa< hound

up with its ability and willingness to pay its hone.-t dehts.

Legal provision for this was secured, and government l>ecame

a reality. It was also through the influence which public

honesty exerted upon private confidence that the country was

launched upon its first period of commercial and industrial

prosperity.

Recognizing, then, the early revenue system as adequate to

the political and industrial necessities of the period, the next

question that naturally presents itself is concerning the effi-

ciency of revenue administration. The mark of a well-admin-

istered system of taxation is economy in collection, for this

means not only a well-organized force, but also that the finan-
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cial policy of the government harmonizes with the wishes of

the public. It will be necessary in this connection to consider

three forms of revenue : customs duties, internal duties, and

direct taxes.

The expensiveness of customs dues, for the period previous
to 1816, may be learned from the following table, which

presents both gross and net revenue from customs, the cost of

collection, an<l the percentage-cost estimated upon gross reve-

nue after deduct inr drawbacks upon goods exported. The

discrepancies observed between the gross amount received

and the sum of the net amount and cost of collection, is

explained by the tact that payments on drawbacks have been

omitted from the table :
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It thus appears that, for the first twenty-five years of ur

National life, the average cost of collecting customs duties

was something less than four per cent, of gross receipts. The

table further shows that this cost fluctuated with the state of

commerce, and thus was largely independent of the control of

Congress or the Treasury Department, a fact which, when

well understood, presents a severe criticism upon this method

of raising revenue. At present, the average cost of collecting
customs duties is about three per cent. During the period

corresponding to the one covered by tin- essay, the o

collecting the English revenue was about five per cent.,
1

although reaching at times as high as seven
;

and, in 1 "ranee,

under the administration of Neckar. the transfer of

from the pockets of citizens to the public chest consumed ten

per cent, of the gross payment.
2 There is, however, an

element of error in this latter comparison, for customs pay-

ments on the one side have been compared with total revenue

on the other; still, as such a large proportion of revenue in

the United States arose out of import duties, the error hero

noticed is probably less than would have been introduced by

any other method of comparison.
It must be with great caution that we proceed to a similar

analysis of internal and direct taxes, for not only is it impos-
sible to draw from the treasury reports such wftHfiutory
ments of the manner in which they worked, but the condi-

tions under which they were impM-ud and collected exposed
them to many extraneous influences. Thus in the first

instance, the<c taxes were subject to fierce political contro-

versy, while, in the second period, they were levied as war

taxes and collected under war conditions. They cannot,

therefore, be said to have had a fair chance. With regard to

these taxes between 1795 and 1801, we find conflicting

authority as to the manner in which they worked, but it is

1 Parnell on Financial Reform, p. 1 '2'2.

*Oeuvres de Neckar, tome IV., p. 196.
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thought best to rely upon the public statements rather than

on the claims of those who made political capital out of the

method in which the internal revenue system was managed.
The figures, as they appear, are condensed into the following
table:
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two systems have produced the same amount of gross revenue,

the advantage inclines to the system of internal duties.

Another notable feature of the foregoing table is the diiVer-

ence in cost of collecting internal duties for tin- two jeriods in

which they were employed. It is natural to hold the officers,

whose duty it was to administer revenue machinery, n-pon-
sible for its working during the terms of their respective

incumbency; but then- are several facts throwing light

on this discrepancy, which, in addition to breaking -mie-

what the force of a criticism so adverse to Mr. \Volcott,

brings prominently into view certain important tacts respect-

ing taxation.

Thus, in the first place, when the amount collected from any
form of taxation increases, while the object- tavd remain the

same, the ratio of cost of collection to gross revenue will tend

to decrease. For example, the mvipts of 1816 WW ~i\ times

as great as in 1800, while the cost of collci-tin- the former

was but little over twice that of collecting the latter : yet the

subjects taxed and the rates imposed were nearly the sum- in

each case. If it be asked why Wolcott did not augment his

tax and thus avail himself of this principle, it may be

answered that during the two periods the ratio be!\\.-.-n a>sess-

ments and amount of national wealth remained nearly con-

stant. The possibility of increased mvipts rested upon the

actual increase of national wealth and indu.-try, and thus it

appears that, other things being equal, cost of collection bears

some relation to the ability of a people to pay.
Another explanation of this di>cn-pancy i- found in tin-

fact that, during the first period, these taxes were administered

in the face of political and party opposition and by a govern-
ment which did not have at its back a majority of the citi-

zen-electors; but, when the system was airain tried, it was by
a party popular in all parts of the Union excepting New

England, and under such enthusiasm as had been engendered

by the entrance of the Nation into war. The first >\>tein also

was established as a permanent system, while the internal
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duties of 1813 were specifically called war duties, and it was

promi-ed that they should be repealed upon the cessation of

hostilities. This tact not only presents a strong apology for

Mr. \Volcott, luit Urines again clearly to our view how impor-
tant an element is public sentiment in the workings of all

ivvenm <\>t -ins. The defence oiFered by the Federalists for

maintaining >ueh a >y.-tem has alreadv been spoken of.

An analysis, however, of the principle upon which the two

policies of internal duties were Uised show, as it appears to

me, that (Jal hit in pn-.^ rd the financial sense in a higher
than \Volcnu. The -rnr of the latter as a financier

seem- IM have been that he failed to recognize the necessity for

lining his system of taxation to the actual conditions about

him. His methods \\vn- altMjvtluT too artificial. Thus, with

regard to the tax at present under consideration, his report of

17ii<;, to which reference has already been made, is most com-

plete as showing the varin- t'onns ol' taxation in the several

Slat--, but the only conclusion which he drew from all these

that it was iinpraci it-able to harmonize a Federal

s\>tcni with State sentiment and State machinery. When,
however, ( Jal latin came to consider the same question, he did

not so conclude, and under his direction there was ci

an establishment whieh re<-o--ni/.ed State-conditions both as

1- BH amenta and collection, and the superior economy
of the latter experiment i- largely due to this fact. Still, it

ought to be said, in justice to the Federalists, that they pro-

posed to create a permanent revenue-organization, while, in

the minds of the Democrats, the measure was but a temporary

expedient; there was, therefore, more reason in the former case

for departing from the established order in the various States.

A study of the administration of direct taxes analogous to

the foregoing will not be undertaken. The first direct tax

had but a year's trial before the law imposing it was repealed;

and, of the two million dollars levied, about seven and a

quarter thousand only were paid into the treasury in the

course of that year, the remainder coming in driblets during
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the fourteen years following. The amount actually received

previous to 1809, compared with charges of collection as

allowed on settlement, shows that the expense of collection

amounted to nine per cent, of net receipts

It will be remembered that during the second period of

direct taxation, it was permitted the States to assume and pay

directly into the treasury the amounts assigned them, in which

case a deduction of fifteen per cent, was made. Seven of the

States in 1814, and four in 1815 and 1816 availed themselves

of this privilege. In these cases it is perfectly proper to

assume the cost of collection to be the allowed deduction,

although the rate in other States fell somewhat short of this

proportion. From ten to fifteen per cent, may l>e fairly

assumed as the cost of these direct taxes, and whatever may
be said for them under more favorable conditions, it mu-t

certainly be admitted that, a.^ administered, they were not eco-

nomical.

It appears, then, from such considerations as have been

presented respecting the early forms of taxation, that OOB-

toms duties were more in harmony with economy of administra-

tion than internal duties, whether direct or indirect. It may
be that this economy was apparent and not real, but unless

the fact be clearly shown, or unless some political reason can

be urged for the continuance of an expen-ive tax, it mu-t fail

of defense upon economic grounds. The principle underlying
the report of the Committee of Ways and Means, March 2,

1802, which led to the repeal of internal taxes, muM !<

accepted as sound, whether the judgment of the committee be

approved or not. This report submitted the opinion that a

tax which required one-fifth of the gross amount to bring the

remaining four-fifths into the treasury, "can be justified only

by an imperious necessity, a necessity which does not at

present, and is not hereafter likely to exist."

There is, however, another fact suggested by this comparison
between internal and external duties, which finds illustration

in the period of revenue history under consideration, and
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which points to a conclusion somewhat at variance with what

has just been stated. ( 'ustoms duties, it is claimed, are very

good in time of peace, but they cannot be relied upon for an

emergency. They are not elastic, they do not quickly respond
to temporary demands nor is the ratio between rate and

receipts nearly as constant as with internal duties. As bear-

ing upon this claim, it will be remembered that when the

second war with Great Britain was undertaken, all customs

duties were double, the receipts, however, were not thereby
increased. The normal income from duties was about four-

teen millions <>i' dollars, but the actual income for years 1812

to 1816 inclusive, was respectively eight, thirteen, five, seven,

and thirty-six millions of dollars. Thus it appears that the

doubling of the rate met neither the expectation of Congress
in largely increased revenues, nor of the treasury department
in keeping the revenue receipts up to the old figures. As it

turned out, this seems to have been an ill-advised measure, for

it failed to give financial assistance and threw confusion and

uncertainty into business affairs. But this is not the full

extent of the criticism that may be properly urged against

customs duties as the basis of war financiering. The financial

policy upon which the war of 1812 was conducted prov.

utter failure. It lay in this policy to supply the extraordinary
demands of the treasury by employing the credit of the,'

Nation, and to support this credit by throwing the weight o:

the loans upon the receipts of customs dues. 'These receip

wen- neither adequate in amount nor of sufficient certainty to

induce confidence, and in consequence public credit quickly
and continuously fell, nor did it show any evidence of

recovery till liberal laws levying internal taxes had been

passed. The fact here disclosed, that customs duties are

not adequate to a sudden financial emergency or a long-con-
tinued strain, is a truth of general application, and would find

corroborating testimony should the history of the financial

conduct of the late war be closely scrutinized. An explana-
tion of this is not far to seek. A good revenue system, equal
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to all demands that may be made upon it, must be elastic, and

a tax upon the processes of production, when laid in harmony
with financial principles, is always more elastic than a tax

upon exchanges. Commerce is more sensitive to external

conditions than ordinary production, the margin betw -n

success and failure is narrower, and a tax or a war d< -hired

will be more quickly reflected in trade than in domestic in-

dustries. It is indeed an unwise policy that would rely upon
customs duties alone. At least this is tin lesson to be gleam d

from the financial history of the second war with England.

The question remaining for consideration is quite ditl'ercnt

in its character from that which has just been reviewed. It

concerns industrial history rather than pure finance. The

claim is not (infrequently urged by those who are looking on

all sides for arguments in favor of protection as a national

policy, that the foundation of our early American commerce

was laid in 1789 by the discriminating duties imposed in its

favor; and also that the rapid extension of domestic manu-

factures subsequent to 1807 is traceable to the policy of

encouragement embodied in the first revenue laws. The

question, therefore, for our study is, how far tariff legislation

was influential in effecting the establishment of these two

industries, and to what extent their development was due to

other causes.

The growth of American shipping, from 1789 to 1807, is

without parallel in the history of the commercial world.

During the years intervening between these two dates, Ameri-

can tonnage, engaged in foreign trade, increased from 127,329
tons to 848,306 tons

; that is to say, the capacity of shipping
owned by American citizens devoted to the foreign trade,

had increased six and eight-tenths times. No one claims that

this growth was proportional to the extension of domestic

industry and agriculture. Normal tonnage is sometimes

estimated as the amount required by a people to carry half

their exported and imported commodities while foreign peoples
are permitted the same privilege. This is, perhaps, an arbi-
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trary estimate, for the carrying service, like the service rendered

in manufacturing and agricultural pursuits, should be sub-

jected to the guidance of the principle of division of national

labor, that is, it should be open to the rulings of international

competition. Still, for purpose of illustration, this form of

calculation may perhaps be accepted, and upon the basis of

this test, in order to prove that registered tonnage in the

Unit" - in 1S07 was normal, it would be necessary to

show that every inhabitant produced exportable commodities

to the amount of seven-tenths of a ton. This could not have

been the case under the industrial conditions of that period.

We may, then-tore, conclude that the shipping business of the

time was properly termed the "carrying trade."

It i- a peculiar fact that the observed fluctuations of the

American carrying trade, previous to 1807, follow closely

upon the important political events in Europe. That is to

say, the commerce of this country discloses a peculiar sensi-

tivcnrss to diplomatic moves on the part of the great bellige-

rents then struggling for mastery on the Continent. There is

then presented the possibility of finding in the peculiar condi-

tion of the Western world at this time, and in the fact that the

United States was the only important neutral power, a full

explanation of the surprising extension of American shipping.

The principal diplomatic events pertaining to commercial affairs

have already been mentioned in connection with the tonnage
acts, It will be sufficient, therefore, at this time to draw

attention to the control which they seem to have exercised

upon trade statistics of this country. For the sake of greater

clearness as well as greater conciseness, I have endeavored to

present this relation in tabular form, and in such a manner that

the entire argument may be shown at once to the eye. Upon
the left, arranged in chronological order, may be found a state-

ment of the political and diplomatic events to which reference

is made. The first column of figures shows the total exports

of the country; the second and third show the exports of

domestic and foreign origin respectively. This division of
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exports does not appear in the public records previous to 1$

the figures previous to that date are estimates. Tin- fmrth

column shows the pounds of sugar annually exported, this

Year. Political and diplomatic events.

1791
1792
1793
1794
1795
1796
1797

1798

Treaty of the Allied Powers

Jay treaty negotiated with England..

French cruisers allowed to eaptu:

recognized as lawful ground of capture by Briti>h treaty
derin council granting "special indulgence" to Ann -ri< -an -hip-

ping. French treaty declared vc tit 1 !>y tinted States and mer-
chantmen allowed to arm

1799
'

1800
1801
1802 Treaty of Amiens, followed by reenforceinent of the Colonial policy

by Great P.ritain

1803 European hostilities renewed, followed hy relaxation of Colonial

policy. Order in council not to molest trade with Freiu h colonies.

1804
1805
180fl

1807

1808
1809
1810
1811
1812
1813
1814

Berlin decrees issued, American vessels trading in British goods
threatened

(a) Jay treaty expires. (6) Monroe treaty rejected, (c) British

orders in council U>ued, requiring license to trade with Europe.
(d) Interpretation of Berlin decree making it etlective airainst

America, (e) Milan decree issued. denafeoaaliang >.hi| sub-

mitting to British order. (/) Congress lays embargo on all

American shipping
British orders repealed as applied to Spain
Embargo repealed by Congress, June 28

War declared with Great Britain by American Congress, June 18..

commodity being selected because it is of foreign origin, and

thus shows distinctly the importance of the neutral position
held by this government. By bringing goods under the

protection of the neutral flag of the United States, freight and

insurance were much reduced. Alexander Baring estimated
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the advantage^ A\lii<h the American trader could offer to the

"NVcst India exporter to be twenty-five per cent, over that

\\liich could be offered by the traders of any other country.
1

Total exports.
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In a study of this table, allowance mu>t he mad.- for tardi-

ness with which news was transmitted at that early day.

The facts to be observed are the following. In 17H1, there

began those disturbances which threw all Europe into < mi-

motion. On account of the policy adopted by the Allied

Powers, a policy reciprocated by the French, tin- carrying

trade of the European States was greatly embarrassed. It

was, however, essential to the welfare of the colonies, as well

as for the interest of the governments at home, that some

means should be provided for the cxchaiiLrc of European ami

colonial products. In general, we may say this was accom-

plished by making use of the only important neutral power,
the United States. This was the safest method that could be

devised, although it necessitated tin adoption of a somewhat

circuitous route. The first part of the journey, from the colo-

nies to a port of the United States, was by permission or

acquiescence of the European Power; the second part, that

between this country and Km-ope, was upon the basi- of

treaty. In both stages of the voyage, commodities received

the protection of a neutral flag. This wa- the ba.-i- of the

trade carried on in American bottom- between England and

her West India possessions. The Jay treaty, it will be

remembered, as first presented, secured direct trade but pro-
hibited traffic with British colonies. This particular article,

however, was rejected by the American Congress, which

resulted in leaving that trade subject to the control of the

King and council. The consequence was, that, so long as it

was England's interest to have her goods carried by American

ships, commodities the products of those Islands, were carried

in the manner described. This power of the council was

not exercised to the hindrance of trade until 1801, at the

time of the first peace, but upon the renewal of hostilities,

trade fell again into the old channels and so continued till

the expiration of the Jay treaty in 1807. The figures that

the best illustrate this commerce are those found in the

column showing the number of pounds of sugar exported.
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The events of 1807 put an end to this lucrative trade.

The naval condition of England on the one hand and the

determination on Napoleon to have no neutrals and to de-

stroy English trade on the other, deprived the United States

of her peculiar advantages hitherto enjoyed, while the retalia-

tory measures of the home-government destroyed whatever

opportunity for commerce there was remaining. It is no

cause for surpri>e, then Tore, to notice that trade of all kinds

fell oil' in 1808. In view of such facts as these, it seems that

one cannot reasonably impute the great increase of American

tonnai'v between 1789 and 1807 to the discrimination made

by our laws in favor of home-shipping. These regulations

may have placed this country, for the time, on a par with

foreign nations, so as to have secured to her a share in her

own carrying trade, which she otherwise would not have

enjoyed, or they may have permitted her to see, more quickly
than -he otherwise' would have done, the importance of being
the only ureat neutral power in the Western world

;
but to

say that t his discriminating policy was the cause of the growth
of American commerce during the period we are considering,

is to burden a V<T\ weak cau-e with an enormous consequence.

Turning now our attention to the establishment of the tex-

tile indtMries, we shall find the causal factors yet more com-

plicated than was the case in the development of shipping.

There are three sets of facts that, in an exhaustive discussion,

ought to betaken into consideration: (1) the revolution in

methods of manufacture occasioned by the invention of new

machinery and its introduction into this country; (2) foreign

commercial complications already alluded to, which forced all

capital and energy that could be spared from agriculture into

shipping, thus precluding its employment in manufactures;

and (3) the tariffs imposed for "protection and encourage-
ment " of these industries.

But first let us learn the facts respecting the development
of the textile industries. It is believed that no violence will

be done the argument if our search extend no farther than the
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establishment of the manufacture of cotton goods. Tin- re

were some few attempts to carry on the cotton industry in this

country at quite an early period, but the first succe nil

endeavor that brought into cue the newly invented method-,

seems to have been in 1790, in Pawtueket, Rhode Island.

This was under the management of Samuel Slater, a man well

acquainted with English machinery, having been previously

an employee in the Arkwriirht factories. Through him

machinery was introduced and instruction in it- u>- Driven to

those who desired it. Still there was no important develop-

ment in this industry for a number of years. In 1803 th re-

were but four factories in th<- country. Yet it appears that

attention was about this time drawn to the possibilities of this

business, for during the next four years there were e-tabli-hed

eleven additional mills. The development of tic c..ttoii

industry, however, cannot be said to have Ix-irun till 1808,

and from that time till 1820 it was very rapid and, on the

whole, successful. According to a report of a special . com-

mittee made in 1816, the development of the indu-try, as

shown by the number of factories and their capacity, was as

follows :

Number of Factories. Number of Spindles.

1801 62 31,000
1811 87 80,000
1816 500,000

The number of spindles here given for 1816 is an estimate,

and probably an exaggerated one; still, the report is as

important for our purposes as though it were perfectly accu-

rate, since it not only shows a rapid development during the

four years of the war, but indicates also the excessive views

of the importance of cotton manufactories at that time, and

explains the willingness with which protection was granted to

them in the revision of the tariff in 1816.

Without entering further into details, the truth regarding
this industry is, that, previously to 1816, the tarifl' had no
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potency in effecting its establishment or maintenance. The

eneriL-y and capital of this country flowed in the channel of

lea.-t resistance, or, what amounts to the same thing, followed

the greatest inducements. Previously to 1807, the neutral

carrying trade absorbed all surplus energy, but this field of

activity having been closed by the diplomatic events of that

year, and later all trade having been cut off by the declaration

of commercial war, the capital and labor, freed from its ac-

customed employment, undertook a new form of industry. In

1807 there may be discovered, operating as a permanent cause,

that which in 1803 gave temporary direction to the invest-

ments of capital. It was the destruction of the carrying
trade that occasioned the establishment of manufactures in this

country ; the potency of the tariff was very slight. If further

proof of this were doin-d, it would only be necessary to corn-

pan the rate imposed before the United States were cut off

from the Ktiropeuu market, and the rate conceived as neces-

sary to maintain these industries thus abnormally developed
after tin return of peace again permitted importations. The
former was lift em per cent.; the latter was twenty-five per
cent, upon a minimum price of twenty-five cents per yard.

From the play of forces here presented there are one or two

lessons that may be advantageously drawn. The one is, that

there is here enforced, by a chapter of industrial history, a

doctrine of capital sometimes lost sight of in discussions upon
the policy of protection, namely: National industries are

limited by national capital. Its converse, also, may profitably

be noticed, that, given capital and labor freed from industries

already in existence, new enterprises will be undertaken. Of

especial pertinence is this to the United States at the present

time. In a country that produces raw material and food

supply, the growth of commerce and manufactures are propor-
tional only to a very limited extent. Intensity in the one

necessitates a languishing condition in the other. From 1793

to 1807, trade was brisk, and this country lived from foreign

supply, growing rich all the time because the people possessed
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energy and thrift
;
from 1807 till 1816, tradewassupplanted by

manufactures, and people depended upon home-supply, growi n<:

rich during this period also because they pos ! n rny and

thrift. But, with all the tariff-laws and tonna.ire-aets that have-

been passed from that time to this, they could not have under-

taken both pursuits during both pi-nods. For the I'MM twenty-

five years of our national history, extensive oom

languishing manufactures, and extensive manufacture.; m-ant

languishing trade: both could not exist in their highest vigor.

It is as logical for a Protectionist to depreciate trade, as for

one who believes in Freedom of Production to in-i-t upn the

benefits of the principle of division of labor.

The financial history of the United States points with

peculiar emphasis to one fact, and that is the danger of

employing a power granted for one purpose for a purpose

entirely different. In the discussions upon the HIM r -v inn-

law, Mr. Clymer of Pennsylvania, one of the few men who

saw the tendency of the language employed, d>iivd a --pa ra-

tion of the bill into two parts; one of which should contem-

plate revenue alone and be shaped entirely by revenue prin-

ciples. This suggestion was not, however, favorably a--. < -ptrd ;

and, as a consequence, there was included in the first finance

bill, in addition to provisions for securing a revenue, part of

the country's navigation laws and the major part of its formu-

lated foreign policy. Although, as has been shown, the dis-

tinctively protective character of revenue acts does not make

its appearance till much later, it yet remains true that a prece-

dent for using revenue machinery in a loose manner w.i- then

established, and out of this precedent have grown many of the

abuses which subsequent history discloses.

Looked at from this point of view, one may hold the first

Congress responsible for the dangers that threatened the

country in 1831, for the disasters that followed the distribu-

tion scheme of 1836, and for the absurd position in which the

people of the United States now find themselves, with an

overflowing treasury and yet unable to shut down the flood-
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gates of revenue. The financial reform which this day

requires is more than a modification in tariff-rates; it consists

rather in such a revolution of public sentiment that finance

laws will i>e judged on the basis of financial principles, and

revenue-machinery be employed primarily, if not solely, for

re\vi i ne-purposes. If the disturbing element of protection

can in this manner be separated from questions of finance, the

injustice and expense of paying a subsidy out of public funds

for the support of losing industries will clearly manifest

Tariff-reform means tariff for revenue only.
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